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Cash aid called
bribe by family
association head

Skyhawk comes to SJSU

By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer

"You can only ’look at it as a bribe."
Francois Larrivee, president of the Spartan
City Family Association, said of $24.0(8)
given by Housing Services to Spartan City
families who had to move out by Feb. I.

’Our goal
was really to
get students
out of the
facility.’

Prior to the Jan. 29 injunction a Inch has
allowed SJSU’s family housing units to remain open until Aug. I, UniversIts Housing
Services, in conjunction with the administration. offered Spartan City families $1.000
apiece to move out of the facility.

Willie
Brown,
housing
director

Asked what he thought of Larrivee’s
statement. Willie Brown, director of Housing, declined comment.
"Our goal was to really get students out of
the facility," said Brown on Wednesday.
Some of them needed that money to relocate."
Eorty-two Spartan City families elected to
stay in the complex and forego the grants.
Remaining families have pursued the effort
to keep Spartan City open. limiting the impact of the 24 grant -induced vacancies.
While the grants may have helped 24 families move, as yet the money has not facilitated the overall evacuation of Spartan Cits

from residents’ rent. Brown said.
Asked if he thought the $24,0(X) was a
sizeable amount. Brown replied. "In a $5
budget? We spend three times that on printing."
According to Larrivee. many of the families who could have used it most could not
Brown said Housing will not be re-im- accept the St .000 stipend because it would
have disqualified them from welfare they rebursed for the money in any way.
The money came from an emergency furd ceive as single parents.
of about $100.000 maintained by Housing
See FINANCES mile /0

Accounting society
offers free tax help
By Serena Griffith
Daily staff writer

Matthew E Durham

Daily staff photographer

U.S. Navy fighter pilot Vincient Shorts stands in the cockpit of his TA -4 Skyhawk attack airplane

TA-4 Skyhawk pilot presents jet
to SJSU aviation department
By Jim Hart
Daily staff writer

Hazy skies and poor visibili Is blanketed
San Jose International Airport Monday.
hut that didn’t stop jetpilot Li. Vincient
Shorts from landing his TA -4 Skyhawk.
Shorts. a member of the U.S. Navy.
flew the plane into the airport and made a
short presentation to interested SJSU aeronautic majors.
The TA -4 Skyhawk is a jet used for
training military pilots for the basics of
flight in a war-time situation.
"How many of you would like to fly
this plane sometime in the future?" Shorts
asked. Many of the students threw up their
hands with enthusiasm.
They had a lot to offer the aero-stu-

dents." said student Jennifer Donohue,
commenting on the presentation, although
she has no intentions of flying a jet.
Clay Cunningham is a student who
wants to fly a jet.
The military has a lot to offer. Cunningham said, talking about opportunities
for prospective pilots.
Cunningham has spent $3.500 to obtain
his private pilot license. He is talking to
the Navy about possibly joining -their program.
The trainer plane, TA -4, is designed for
training pilots like Cunningham. It is used
because it has more maneuverability than
the original A-4 plane. Some of the training it is used for is the dropping of guns
and bombs, and air combat.

Graduate students face
new proficiency policy
By Joe S. Kappia
Daily staff writer

Two new policies affecting graduate students have taken effect this
semester.
They are S-87-6, which stipulates
that three faculty members are required to serve as advisors on any
thesis committee, and S-87-7, which
states that all graduate students are
required to exhibit proficiency in
written English by taking a course
that is 30 percent writing exercise.
according to a graduate studies
agenda for a meeting of all graduate
advisers held on Feb. 23.

At the meeting, graduate coordinators and thesis advisers were reminded "to remember that students
who plan to do research involving
human subjects or animals must first
secure approval of their proposals
from the human subjects institutional
review board or the international animal care and use committee."
This would be done, according to
the agenda. to ensure "safeguards
for the students, faculty advisers and
the university."
Meanwhile, the division of graduate studies and research has an See POLICY page /0

Air combat includes "dog-fights."
which is the fighting of one or two other
planes. a scene dramatized by the movie
"Top-Gun."
"Flying a jet -plane you just can’t quite
explain. . . It is an experience; perhaps
the most fun you can have with your
clothes on," Shorts said.
"My first night landing was real
scary." Shorts said, describing his scarnest moments in aviation.
"The scariest moment." Shorts said.
"was having an engine failure over
Bakersfield in a plane with one engine."
Shorts said. the procedure. for disembarking a plane after an engine failure. he See JET page 9

April 15 is fast approaching. hut &Pars
accounting students are ready to help ease
our tax worries with a free tax preparation
service.
Beta Alpha Psi. the honor society for accounting students, will be offering the sers
ice on campus every Saturday beginning
Feb. 27 and continuing through April 9.
It’s all part of an IRS program called
VITA.. which stands for Volunteer Income Tax Assistance.
The program was created especially for
the elderly. handicapped. and low-income
citizens, hut the service is open to almost
anyone. said Jan Edwards. Assistant DirecA. program and an accounttor for the V .I.T.A
ing student.
"Unless their taxes are very complicated.
we won’t turn anyone away. she said.
Organizers of the service were unable to
reserve the same room every Saturday. said
Edwards, so its locations will vary.
VITA, workers will be in Business
Classroom. Room 300 on Feb. 27, March
26. and April 2: in the Student Union Guadalupe Room March 5 and 19: and in the Student Union Costanoan Room March 12 and
April 9.
Students in the V.I.T.A, program completed income tax classes as required by the
accounting department and have attended
workshops on how to handle both state and
federal taxes. Edwards said.
Professional tax accountants will check
the student’s work, she said.
Anyone interested in the service should

Jan Edwards,
;LETA, program
assistant director

bring in all relevant forms. thwumentation
and receipts. The amount of time spent on
preparing your taxes will depend "on how
organized you are.’’ Edwards said.
"If you have all your receipts organized
and totaled. it will he quicker." she said.
E -Z forms, the simplest form the IRS offers, will take very little time while taxes for
those who have made a major financial decision, such as the purchase of a home, will
take longer, she said.
The program is beneficial not only for
those who use it. said Edwards, but also for
the students who volunteered for it.
"We are getting experience and training
and we are doing a community service. We
are also meeting the professionals." she
said.

Mathematical genius
amazes SJSU students

Department sees
hearty rebellion
By Katarina Jonholt

Kara Myers

Daily staff writer

Even business and computer
students are attracted to the re surging environmental studies
department.
The department has nearly
doubled its number of majors
and has increased the total
number of students enrolled
from 345 to 468 since 1984. It
experienced an all-time high of
917 students in 1971 and a low
of 81 in 1984.
"There’s almost a healthy
form of rebellion going on.
said lecturer Frank Schiavo.
See STUDIES page 10

’Unless their taxes are
very complicated, we
won’t turn anyone away.’

Daily staff writer

Imagine not needing a pocket calculator to balance
your checkbook. Sound impossible? Now imagine not
needing a powerful computer to calculate the 23rd root
of a 20I -digit number.
To Shakuntala Devi. "the human computer. balancing the checkbook is child’s play and calculating the
23rd root of a 201 -digit number is not much more than
that.
Devi, a mathematical prodigy from India. demonr;ited her amazing abilities to a group of SJSU students

I tiesday in a presentation sponsored by the India Students Association and the Federation of Indians AssociaMathematics genius Shakuntala Devi amazes an tion.
SJSU audience with her ability with numbers.
See GENIUS page 9
Kendra Luck Daily staff

photographer
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So I’m sitting in the newsroom. cutting a class, and
SECRETACZY
SC:Lan-API/
SEGIITTARY
S6C476TASZY
wishing I had a story .
OF
OF
OF
OF
For in first few weeks on the Daily I’d been crankCOMMERCE
HOUSi
11AN5RDRI2cTiOts1
-112eASUR,/
ing them out, sometimes turning in two and three stories
a day. Then, suddenly. nothing. What happened?
JIM t3AKICER
Ft013EFIrSCNUIJ412
KesINErli aftl.A140
TAM/As/BAKKER
Had I already alienated my sources to the extent that
they no longer wanted to talk to me? Well, sure. But
there are more than 25.(XX) people at SJSU, and I should
he able to write for a whole semester without ripping the
same person twice.
Was I burned out, the adrenaline of a new semester
worn off, the stress seeping in? Well, yeah, but I was
Cr)472134.1 Sitad-erls
also just getting
csts..1
oar,Akilz,A-r?
-TABLE CffP
my
rhythm.
Some of the energetic naivete of
the new semester
was wearing off.
Letters
some of the bored
cynicism
was
see the illogical union of intellect
them. but you can only do this in so
Let a veteran speak
seeping in. mak
and blind submission to the "ormany pages. If SJSU were to start a
ing me feel norEditor,
ders"
of
others.
It
has
been
said
that
daily
publication that satisfied everymal again.
After reading the letter from J. "an intelligence that is not humane one’s desires, it would come in a 20Whatever the
Weiss, and the response this person is the most dangerous thing in the
volume set.
cause
of
my
Jeff Elder
got from the ROTC students. I felt I world." Our military should be of
Bruce Gutman
slump was. Iw as
needed to respond. I am neither a non -thinkers and non -achievers. It
Freshman
badly frustraled.
student nor ROTC. I am a Vietnam
Drama
felt like a rookie third baseman who’d cracked the ball veteran who has a voice in this very might be said that an army of "followers" needs leadership. This is
for the I ii st few ....As, (nil) to go 0-for-9 in a double defensive exchange of opinions.
is
faulty
Doctor’s
logic
true, but leadership is not learned by
header.
After reading the letter by J. belonging to a college "social club"
Edii
The editors didn’t have anything for me.
Weiss several times, my interpreta- called ROTC. I served for six years
It is extremely unfortunate that
N
Ha Ha.
tion is quite different from those of in the U.S. Navy on a nuclear sub- Dr. Lorraine Day’s logic is so
None of the other reporters could dish me one.
the "Junior Rambo’s" who. I might marine, and the best officer I worked flawed ("AIDS virus affects all
Suddenly. the phone rang. A lady on the other end add, learned their lessons well.
with was an ROTC graduate, and the SJSU students"). I fear that because
said she had a hot story. Something really exciting.
You see. I remember the mental- worst officer I worked with was also she is an "authority." (chief onho
"Really’?" I asked. "What is it?"
ity of those who taught me and how an ROTC graduate. Their leadership surgeon at San Francisco General
"An international badminton tournament at SJSU!"
it affected me for many years. J.
"Oh." I said. "Hnimm. I’ll let the sports editor Weiss was not complaining about skills were obviously not a result of Hospital). her statement that "testROTC "training."
ing is the only method that doctors
know .’ t
their haircuts, fatigues, or the leadI do not think ROTC is an effec- have to protect themselves from inA few militn& later the phone rang again. "This is ership training, but the time and
fection" will he accepted as rational.
a voice said on the other end of the place of the training. Weiss even of- tive system because it is not compatan anonymous
ible with the academic environment.
She further states that "It is every
line.
fered a possible compromise, an al- I think that the elimination and con- citizen’s right to know if the surgeon
Goody.
ternative place to train in the morn"There’s an esiieniely dangerous heat jet in Swee- ings, which is more than I can say solidation of many university ROTC operating on you is HIV. . .positive
units is a sign others recognize this or negative."
ney Hall that has heel’ broken since back in 1987."
for you who are bragging about the failure. Few will be disappointed
Well. great. But if the lag -phase
I had a less questions
great leadership training you re- when SJSU’s ROTC unit goes by the operating the time a person acquires
’What’s a heat let
I asked.
ceive.
wayside
as
well.
the
AIDS virus and the time antibo’You know . a healing v rm.’ ’ she said.
When I wanted my military trainJeffrey Suplica dies are produced is between siv
"A normal heating vent." I asked.
ing I went to Fort Polk in Louisiana.
Senior
weeks and 18 months, how can any"Yeah." she said.
For educational purposes I went to a
Mechanical Engineering one be sure that a negative test result
How dangerous
I asked.
university.
means that a person is HIV free?
"Well. you can feel the warmth from a yard away."
I also felt that Weiss was very acMandatory testing won’t solve the
Eat, then get out
’he said
curate in referring to the "warped
problem unless you test everyone
Vi;a hack in 1987. I thought. Hmmm.
image of masculinity’’ promoted by Editor.
every, what, six months? Every
I decided I had to head out, to heck with phone calls. the military. ii.e
calling men
I am writing this to tell you of my month? At what cost? Si) what to do?
on my ss ay out I saw journalism professor Bill Tilling- "wimps") that you referred to as
greatest peeve here on campus. It is
The only answer is to assume that
hast.
"encouraging your peers to drive not my greatest peeve for the sean one could be carrying the virus,
" Hi.’ ’ I said "Got a story for me?’’
on." It sure reminds me of the intim- riousness of the offense, but for the
and to take all possible precau"Somebody said they’ve got a pit hull guarding the idation I felt as a young recruit.
frequency it occurs: those people
tions at all times. For medical
/tee Center construction site."he said.
No, I was not surprised by the who choose to do their homework or
"Really’?" I asked. intrigued. -A pit bull?"
ROTC response. I was saddened be- read a hook in the booths at the personnel, there are certain, certified
transmis"That’s what the said.- he said.
cause it reminded me of the Kent Roost and the Connection. I feel it steps one takes to prevent
This is great. I thought. Pit hulls are still a great State students who died or were would be a fair trade for those of us sion of blood -related diseases (such
story. They haven’t been overdone or anything.
as
hepititis
or
AIDS).
For
all
people.
wounded because they believed in who are unable to find seating while
"A Pit Bull Stole Our Car." I remembered reading peace. As a peace -activist and lover we hold our food in our hands to trek this means practicing safe sex (use ()fin the National Enquirer last year. Pit bulls make great of life. I want killing to stop. I want over to the Library to see if there are a condom; not allowing the blood or
seinen of another to enter one’s
headlines. I could see few with my byline attached.
humanistic solutions rather than mil- any available tables there.
needles. Peo’Pit hull raises parking rates.’’ or,
itary intervention.
I understand that sometimes the body). and not sharing
their own
"Pit hull skiws Rec Center construction." or.
We have servicemen losing their easiest thing to do is get some home- ple can he in control of
"Pit hull ev sets Spartan City residents.
lives overseas and veterans losing work out of the way while you are destiny regarding AIDS by follow’Pit hull on campus!’’ I announced to the editors.
their legs in our own backyard, all in waiting for your number to be ing simple, specific guidelines. Hysnoth"We saw a pit hull on the way over here," one of the name of peace.
called. I have no gripe with these terical. irrational reactions do
them said.
Jeff Bout flier people. My problem is with those ing to promote public health, and
"That wasn’t a pit hull.’ said another.
Social Worker people who continue to take up give people a false sense of security.
"Well, it was a dog." said the first.
V iet num Veteran somewhat valuable space after they
Paul A. Wysocki
"Do a survey .. another said. Ha Ha.
Peace Activist have finished eating, and with those
Junior
Someone said there was a pit hull over by the library.
others who actually just aline in to
Communication Studies
I headed over.
study,
with
no
idea
of
what
these
ROTC not appropriate
I saw a wire-haired terrier that appeared to be blind
booths are for.
Editor,
He was sitting benignly by his master, drooling a bit.
I realize this is a piddly complaint Restrict, don’t ban
I returned to combing the area for the beast. SudSJSU’s ROTC and Ranger Cadet to some, but to those of us who eat
Editor.
denly I ran into Steve Greene. one of the Daily’s advis- programs have been well explained often at the Roost or Connection and
This letter is to the people who
ers. "Seen the pit hull?" 1 asked him.
to us in several letters to the Spartan are not yet old enough to get into
support the campus bike ban. Please
’That’s not a pit hull.’ he said. "It’s a bull dog."
Daily editor. I must agree with the The Pub (legally), it is a major
rethink your opinion before you pun"Is it vicious?" I asked.
gist of them in that I find their pres- source of frustration.
ish a large group of students for
"No," he said. "It’s just walking around.
ence distasteful; I am entitled to feel
Nancy Werkheiser something a small group of students
I still thought 1 might have a story: "A.S. election that way, and if they want to run
Sophomore is doing. There are various options
Pits Bull ;dog) against REAL party.’’
around at 5:30 a.m. wearing silly
Sociology to a total ban, such as citing riders
On Wednesday morning a couple friends said they clothes and looking foolish, they are
found in high pedestrian traffic areas
Letter
writer’s
jealous
saw a pit hull on campus Tuesday. Now, these guys are entitled to do that as well.
(in front of The Pub) or people who
pretty reliable, and if they testify to pit hull presence.
I fail to see the connection beEditor,
are obviously riding too fast or in an
them.
I’m inclined to believe
tween ROTC units and a university.
This is in response to the letter unsafe manner.
But I never saw it and I never got the story.
It seems that the more ideas one is
written by Dung Hu Flung published
I am both a walker and a cyclist on
Maybe I’ll do a survey. Ha Ha.
exposed to in college. one would
Feb. 22.
campus, and I see both sides of the
Maybe black people were inter- issue. But I feel that "almost getting
ested in the Africa article. Maybe I hit a lot" is an insufficient reason for
was also interested, but what the hell taking such a drastic measure as a
gives you the right to discriminate total ban unless this also covers banagainst another ethnic group, just be- ning the custodial Cushmans; I alcause they made the front page and most get hit by them a lot.
you didn’t? What gives you, me. or
Some students prefer to ride to
anyone else the right to tell a news- class; others walk. But the Daily’s
paper what it can or cannot print. If poll clearly shows that the majority
the paper says something that you of SJSU students would like to retain
disagree with, it is perfectly accepta- this co-existence. Since it is us stuble to tell them so. But telling them dents who make up SJSU, shouldn’t
what they should or should not print the Safety Committee and others
goes against First Amendment who support this ban listen to what
rights.
we’re saying?
Maybe you don’t care about AfYou don’t chop off your hand berica, Yom Kippur, Spartan City, cause you might get a hangnail, so
AIDS, earthquakes or the Easter don’t eliminate all bicycles because
Bunny, hut other people do. The there might be an accident. Control
Daily is not designed as a vehicle for us if you will, but don’t comdemn
printing your, my, or anyone else’s us.
propaganda. It is supposed to be a
Daren Stone
publication with the purpose of inSenior
forming students of events that effect
Industrial Technology

to the Editor

week’s episode of extreme harassment by
Last
Richard Farley toward Laura Black. ESL employee and victim of a lunatic’s rampage, has
hopefully jolted many into taking the subject of
sexual harassment more seriously.
Too many businesses of the Silicon Valley
don’t take to heart the issue of sexual harassment, a
potentially explosive situation as seen last Tuesday.
Fast -paced corporate lifestyles, such as ours, that
have women dispersed throughout the ladder,
should be setting an example for the rest of the
country, if not our own region.
Black was one of those women who did everything she was taught to do in a situation of unappreciated affection by a member of her work environment. Gestures made by Farley were reported to
work authorities; she had a restraining order issued.
prohibiting him from being anywhere near her, and
she took personal action to shake him by changing
.
residences three times.
But her actions were to no avail. None of her efforts succeeded in keeping her safe from a maniac
v, ho literally hunted her down, executing innocent
co-workers as he sought her.
Si) how is our society dealing with sexual harassment? Ti) begin with, our modern-aged, state of-the -an corporations don’t always reprimand or
even discourage sexual promiscuity in the work
place, even in the most "innocent" of forms.
Graphic posters and calendars that still thrive today
in some businesses are very embarrassing to
women, and unnecessary in an environment Of professionalism.
Sunday’s San Francisco Examiner reported a
medical center that showed an X-rated movie at the
end of a business meeting. Another company provoked sexual innuendoes through the use of nude
pictures within a company slide show. And yet another company employed some male workers who
cut photos of bare -breasted women and placed them
on copies of company newsletters next to brief biographies of new female employees. The newsletters were actually passed around the office.
While this kind of activity may be amusing to
some, it is totally unacceptable to others, namely
women, and some are willing to take the issue to
court.
It is unfortunate that companies can’t do more
before a situation gets so out of hand that it goes to
court. It is a tragedy when an episode such as last
week’s occurs.
to
This doesn’t have to happen. Women need
be encouraged to take the first step of reporting unacceptable behavior by co-workers,
inolessors, classmates and other associates.
It is not always easy to define sexual harassment and what constitutes bothersome activity.
George Palmer, a spokesman for Du Pont says.
"It’s such an individualized thing. Harassment can
be different things to different people," however,
"we tell people: It’s harassment when somebody
starts bothering somebody."
Once a woman has worked up the courage to report such an incident, she must be taken seriously
with a take -action attitude by superiors.
In an SJSU political science class last week, the
instructor suggested that Farley had taken enough
questionable action that he should have been
watched closely after Black reported badgering activity. For one reason or another, the man was dismissed from his work duties, and then thrown out
into society to deal w Oh his problem alone.
Obviously the issue of sexual harassment is not
big in the scope of world affairs. and people
shouldn’t expect their congressman to get right on
the problem and take action, as in subjects such as
banning toy guns that look like real guns. But can’t
the same companies that provide health, dental,
psychiatric, and substance abuse care encourage
psychological treatment to those who have been
mentioned as sexual harassers?
Today’s businesses benefit employees with
child-care programs and memberships to health
club facilities, if not actually providing swimming
pools and tennis courts on location. Couldn’t they
take benefits a step further and encourage good
mental health for their employees.
What happened at ESL was a catastrophe but
hopefully. also, an encouragement to the Silicon
Valley and the entire country to expand company
benefits, and change policy to recognize sexual harassment as a serious problem.
Charlotte Klopp is an Associate Editor for
the Spartan Daily who encourages women to discourage men from sexual harassment. On campus, women may report haras..ing activities to
EFO/AMrmative Action in the Wahlquist Library, Room 307. Insight Out appears ever,
Thursday.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you
our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By listening
to our readers we can better serve the campus community.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel, and the Daily reserves the right to
limit the number of letters on a given topic
after a sufficient amount of comment has
appeared.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Supreme Court upholds
rent control ordinance
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
Supreme Court today expanded
the power of communities to impose rent controls. ruling that
hardships to tenants may he considered when landlords seek rent
increases.
By a 6-2 vote, the justices
upheld a San Jose ordinance that
has been attacked as a "Robin
Hood" law that steals 1mm the
rich to pay the poor.
While some 200 cities nationwide have rent control laws, the
San Jose hardship provision appears to he unique. Landlord
groups have said other conunutidies now may adopt similar
laws.
Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist. in his opinion (or the
.ourt, said landlords failed to
prove that the ordinance deprived
them of the value of their property without just compensation.
He rejected the landlords’
claim that the city unlawfully is
seeking to alleviate hardships for
tenants by imposing financial
burdens on the property owners.
"We have long recognized that
a legitimate and rational goal of
price or rate regulation is the protection of consumer welfare."
Rehnquist said. The ordinance
"represents a rational attempt to
accommodate the conflicting interests of protecting tenants from
burdensome rent increases while
at the same time ensuring that
landlords are guaranteed a fair return of their investment."

Today’s decision does not rule
out all challenges to such oodi
nances. But Rehnquist said to \kW
their case landlords at least must
show actual losses suffered he
cause communities lowered rents
to lessen tenants hardships.
There w as no such evidence in
the San Jose case. Rehnquist
said.
Rehnquist also noted that rent
controls are based on the idea that
w knout them housing shortages
would permit landlords to gouge
renters.
The impact of the San Jose ordinance has been muted, at least
temporarily, because vacancy
rates have been around 8 percent
with the downturn in the local
high-technology economy. That
has made it less likely that landlords. concerned about losing tenants. will increase rents sufficiently to prompt challenges
based on hardship.
Justices Antonin Scalia and
Sandra Day O’Connor dissented
today.
Scalia. writing for both. said
the tenant hardship pros 1111511
takes private property withow
just compensation in violation at
the Constitution.
Scalia denounced "the unfairness of making one citizen pay .iii
some fashion other than taxes. t
remedy a social problem that is
none of his creation."
The San Jose law generally
permits annual rent increases of It
percent on residential property.

Music festival marks history, culture
Standing ovations and dancing in the aisles celebrates Month of African Awareness
By I.isa Walker
Daily staff writer
The Cultural Music Fest o al Tuesday. proved
to be enlightening for all. It was a taste of African
culture at its best.
The Cultural Music Festival, sponsored by the
African Awareness Month Planning committtee.
the Associated Students and Supro. featured topname cultural dancing and singing groups.
Among them were: Mother Stone, Ceedo. Source
of Light and Raskidus, which drew a crowd of
mixed cultures.
Master of ceremonies Munyiga Lumumba set
the tone for the evening with the discussion set on
the lack of apreciatiod for African women and
women in general because native Africa has realized the importance of females in there society.
"The degree of a people’s political ability is
based on the maturity of its women, " Lumumba
said. "Many people don’t realize that."
Lumumha continued periodically throughout
the evening, telling the audience that women are
important and trying to convince the women of

REPRESENTATIVES FROM CITY, COUNTY, STATE
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TODAY
A.S. Program Board: Presentation
of the tilm "Paul Jacobs and the Nuclear Gang". 6:30-7:30
S.U.
Almaden Room, Saul Landau to
speak on U.S. National Security. 8
p.m.. Ski. Almaden Room. Call
924-6260 for information.
Christian Science Organization:
Testimony meeting. 3:30 pin. S.U.
Pacheco Room. Call 245-2389 for
information.
Career Planning and Placement
Center: Workshop on how to prepare for interviews. 10:30 a.m..
S.U. Almaden Room. Government
employment in the 1990s. 12:30
p.m.. S.U. Umunhum Room. Call
924-6033 for information.
Physics Department: Mike Mandella will speak on the birth. life.
and death of a vortex inside a shock
tube. 1:00 p.m.. Science Building
Room 258.
Inlerculteral Steering C
mittee:
Applications being accepted for international fixid bazaar to be held
March 9 and 10. Call 923-7663 for
information.
Catholic Newman Community:
Daily Mass. 5 p.m.. Chapel. Campus Ministry Center. 300 S. 10th St.
Call 298-0204 for information.
Student Health Service: Tay -Sachs
p.
thsrat.e screening. 10
S.U. Associated Students chambers.
Call 925-6117 for information.
Department of Math and (’ompuler Science: Jeff Smith will speak
on Finite State Morphology. 4 p.m..
I hincan Hall Room 4 lb.
Beta Alpe Psi: Wine and Cheese
Social, meet the small CPA rim
4:30-6:30 p.m. S.U. Umunhum
Room. Call 773-8631 for intorma-

i1011.

Re-entry Advisory Program: Support group and encouragement It
re-entry students, 2-3:30 p.m.. S
Pacheco Room. Call 924-593o Ii
information.
Amnesty International: Meeting. 7
p.m.. Art Building Room 139.
FRIDAY
Ohana of Hawaii: Pizza night. a
Round Table Pizza. 860 Old
San Francisco Rd.. Sunnyvale. Call
251-4667 for inlOrmation.
Theatre Arts: A free one -act play.
BAAL by Brecht. directed by Allaire. 12:30 p.m.. Studio Theatre.
Hugh Gillis Hall. Call 924-4530 for
information.
Department of Afro-American
Studies and the Santa Clara Valley
Black Historical Society.: Historical
Black Film Festival. 7-I0 p r.
;
Sweeney Hall Room 1(1). Call
5871 for information.
(7hicano Commencement Committee: Raffle. noon. Chicano Resource
Center, Walquist Library North. 3rd
floor. Call 924-2707 for information.
Pre-Medical Students’ Association: fitment! meeting. 10:30 a.m..
Duncan Hall Room 246.

THURSDAY, FEB. 25
UMUNHUM ROOM, SU
12:30 PM
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY’
preregistration 12:00 P.M.

THE PASSWORD
IS FEVER.

Lectures. study materials homework, practice
testing with review.
Outstanding pass rate for iicensure exams
Thousands of successful program graduates
la The most experienced review firm in the busines,.
All classes taught by Dr Helen Feuer

SAN FRANCISCO: June 1-5, July 5-6
NEW YORK: June 9-13, July 8-9
MIAMI: May 23-27. July 1-2
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY, Call us for detail,
about our Campus Representative Program

Coordinated by: Institute of Urban Affairs, 924-5550
Career Planning and Placement. 924-6031

Helen Feuer Nursing Review Inc.

SJSU Career Planning and Placement Center services and programs ar,.
provided without regard to race, color, sex, sexual orientation, nation.,
origin, age or ilk:It-111ov

1133 Broadway. Suite 1427 New York NY 10010

Where held,? PeOP,e Lorne IC- pass

Saturday, February 27th 7 00 p
at Hillel. 300 S 10th St (corner of San Carlos)
Suggested Donation S2 00
come and taste Kosher wine and cheese
For reservations and in formation please call 406-294-8311
Non-alcoholic

NY slit, 212.206-1900

rli. -tilf NY State 1-800FEUER RN

COPIES
Open Early

Hillel and
The United Jewish Appeal
invite you to a

beverages will be available

Open Late
Open Saturday
310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

HAMAN.
Beta Alpha Psi: Free tax prep.’
thin service offered on Saturd.,
through April 9th at various loc.’
lions: This week. 9 a.m.- 1 p.
Business Classrooms Room 300.
1/epartment of .1fro- American
Studies and the Santa Clara Vall.t
Black Historical Society: Histoi
Black Film Festival, 12-5 p.m..
Sweeney Hall Room 100. Call 9241 or information.

481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

kinkoss
A taste
tradition.

co 6 - 5959

SUNDAY
I (up:admen, of Afro-American
St tidies and the Santa Clara Valley
Black Historical
(fishmeal
Black film Festival. 2:30-6 p.m..
Sweeney Hall Room 1(8). Call 074
5871 for information.

problem lollowIng their lead.
(’eeslo had the audience on the edge ol their
seats, 51111 the calls. the harmonious heating isf
drums and the pounding tit hare feet against the
wooden stage.
Enjoy mem could he seen on the faces of the
performers and the crowd. The performers displayed such leeling and precision in their work
One iti the last two acts performing were
Source tit 1 iglu. ss ho entertained the dissipating
crowd 551111 kW/ 111\1011 But a majority of the
crowd as aited Raskidus. a reggae singer. who
took top billing. Raskidus received a partial standing ovation betor he began singing. Once the performance 15,15 on the way . people began dancing
in the aisles
The Cultinal lush 1estoal was said to he the
best one in ;temple iti %eat
L.’, client.- said Nehanda
’The turn out Vt
Imara. chairperson oi the Airican Awareness
Month planning committee Imara said the entire
African awareness minith has been going well.
This is partially due to extra binding and (truer
advertisiny Sits.

Taking your RN State Board?

Government
Employment
in the 1990s

SpartaGuide
for SJSU Andellf.

there importance.
’Ladies, stop letting your men treat you like
dogs. You have to fight today because society has
reduced women to the status of female dogs.’ ’ lu.
mumba said.
Mother Stone. all the way from Africa. began
the evening with inspirational African freedom
struggle songs sung a cappella. If one were to
close their eyes. ii would have sounded as it they
had instruments.
Every song had a special meaning and Ines sage. "We sing music to educate our people
African people to bring them together in a harmonious vibration and always speak of the oneness of our people." said Susan Shelton. a member of Mother Stone.
Shelton said that only one of the group’s four
members ever had voice training. She said the
majority of their musical background came from
within their family li% L’N. The group has been together for some fOur years. After their performance. Mother Stone received a standing ovation.
Mother Stone was a tough act to follov.. hut
1115
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Only the finest natural ingredients go into (nu delicious
old-fashioned draft root beer Its a secret blend or herbs, harks
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Pretzel Logic

Richard
Motroni
How Does It Feel?
.0,,,,,. upon a time ,Iint dressed

so fin.

Threw the hums o dime in your prime.
didn’ t you?
People say ’Beware darling you’re hound to
JO’
You thought they were all kidding .y4114.
Bob Dylan. "Like a Rolling Stime’
I iv to watch as little TV as possible.
But this past Sunday. I anxiously watched
the evening news to find out the developments
on one of the most dangerous and evil beings alive
today.
A man who has spent most of his life turning
something pure and noble into a corrupt movement
that borders on fascism: TV evangelist Jimmy
Swaggan.
After years of preaching to millions on the -I \
that only he had the clear vision of right and wrong
(meaning that he was right and we were wrong), the
truth about Swaggart’s villainy has recently come
out.
The first sign of the man’s sickening nature
Caine out last year during the PTL scandal. It was
Swaggart who made it first known to the American
public about Jim Bakker (another leader in the fascist evangelical movement) having an affair. Swaggart, acting like the noble do-gooder. demanded the
leader of the PTI. come clean about his past.
Yet, the truth of the matter is that Swaggart was
a man thirsty for total control of the PTL.
Fortunately. Swaggan’s quest for the PTI.. gold
went for naught. but this was just one example of
his evil intentions.
Then came last week’s story about a possible
affair with a lady of the evening.
With eyes glued to the TV. I saw a once corrupt, power-hungry man crying like a little baby.
confessing his sin and stepping down as head of his
church.
As I watch this, Bob Ds Ian’s song "lake A
Rolling Stone" came into my mind with the words
’How does it leer repeating over and over. For
his w as not only. a historic happening. but also poet iciustice to the entire evangelical movement.
There are many things that are ’mist important
in my life. (Unlike most people. it’s not money. )
Among them are my family, friends, rock music.
people in need. and my religious beliefs.
Growing up as a Roman Catholic. I developed
an understanding about the Bible and views
the good hook preaches. One of the most important views is free choice. The view that people
should be given the free choice of deciding
is heather to follow God or not.
Such examples of free choice in the Bible occur
when Jesus would come up to people and ask them
to follow him. Because Jesus simply asks these
people to follow him and not demanding or they
will automatically rot in hell, he is giving them the
benefit of free choice.
Yet, in the evangelical world free choice does
not exist. You must he one of them or you’re nothing hut "a had Christian and "lacking the perfect
belief in God. In the evangelical world there is
only one will: there’s. In their minds, to he opposed
hi their view is to be opposed to God’s.
And it doesn’t stop there. Not satisfied with
having control nor power. Swaggart tried to will his
way into other people’s lives. One of the most sickening was his attempt to pressure food store chains
to remove nick music magazines like Rolling
Stone, Musician, Creem and others from the store
racks. (Ironically, his first cousin is Jerry Lee
I I.,A Is Swaggart once said that he’s proud of
1.ew is talent, but feels rock music is one of the biggest evils. This suggests that Swaggart’s embarrassed to have --The Killer’’ as a cousin and a hypocrite).
Yet, what’s most incredible about this neo-Nazi
monster is his ability to use television as his
weapon of power. Simply put. Swaggart is a most
convincing man when he’s on the tube.
That’s were the real tragedy lies. With people
giving every last penny they have. Swaggart has
became a very rich man. Even though Jesus said
that it is harder for a rich man to get into heaven
than a camel to pass throught the eye of a neddle.
Swaggen still makes millions.
So this past Sunday. Swaggart’s glorious down
fall proves once again that those who abuse the
meaning of the Bible for their own greed are
doomed.
If you ask me. it’s no coincidence that TV evangelists are falling from grace. It seems God has returned as a big loan shark named Luther and it’s
pay -back time. Amen.
Richard Nlotroni is the Entertainment Editor. He feels that a person’s religious views come
from within and should not be forced upon hy
others. Pretzel Logic appears every llursday.
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production of "The Medium"

SJSU student lands role in S.J. opera
By Jennifer Truman

ENTERTAINMENT

Daily staff writer

SJSU music student Julia Wade vs ill he
playing the role of Monica Saturday night
with the opening of the opera The Medium.
The Medium is an Italian opera done in
two acts written by Gian Carlo Meotti.
The cast tOr The Medium consists only of
six characters. Wade will be playing
Monica on alternate nights.
Wade is graduating this semester with a
bachelor’s degree in music.
’Tin not sure what practicality the degree has.’’ Wade said. "Regardless what
I do. I have learned a sense of discipline.
I know most people do use their music degrees in the computer field.’
Wade credits her success to her voice
professor. Jeanne Garson.
couldn’t he inure greatful." Wade
said. "She has given me a strong foundation, the basic technique and practical
stage experience. The combination of her
and the opera workshop at SJSU couldn’t
he a better situation for me.
"I always wanted to go to a big school.
and I had been offered a music grant from

the University of the Pacific. But as I
looked around, sticking close to home
seemed to he more ideal for me and SJSU
was looking better and better. Wade
said.

geared to performing."
In working toward professionalism
Wade puts in the time to study her characters, translate the parts, and practice stage
positioning.

Compared to many voice artists. Julia
I started studing my part in The Mestarted her singing career later than most.
dium in the latter pan of December.
"I didn’t start singing in the school Studying the music and character takes
chorus until I was a sophomore in high one to two hours a day, in the beginning.
school and didn’t start studing voice until Rehearsals started in January at three
my senior year." Wade said. "I played times a week. three hours each," Wade
the flute before I started singing. I was al- said. "Now that we are in final dress
ways in the hand. I thought at one time I week we will he rehearsing every night.
wanted to he a flutist. hut I wanted to he Sunday night was Siztprobe which
means the first orchestra rehearsal."
on center stage.
Along with her singing with the San
Wade admits that being in opera someJose Opera. Wade is also part of an outtimes leads her astray from her academreach program which goes to elementary
ics.
and junior high schools in the area doing
"Instead of a minor I have practical exone-act operas for the students.
perience." she explained. "I never had
"Each role I do and each performance
the time. but I have taken a lot of extra
classes in language and theater arts all I’m a part of gives me more experience.

and the experience is how you make it.
Wade said.
"My length in school is due to my
practical experience. I take classes at odd
times so I can squeeze them into my performing and rehearsing schedules." she
said. "This semester I only have a couple
of classes to take, so it isn’t really that
difficult to keep up."
This spring Wade will be playing Gweniver in SJSU’s Theatre Arts production
of Camelot.
When asked to describe her current role
of Monica, Wade described her as a 14 year-old girl realizing her sexuality.
"Monica is innocent, but learning
about her sexuality and her feeling towards Toby (played by Steve Isom).
Monica’s mother is the fake medium,
who she helps to pull off the seance."
The Medium opens this Saturday at the
Montgomery Theater located on Market
and San Carlos streets. There will be five
performances following opening night.
Wade did have one piece of advice for
the new corners to opera. "Trust your
ears and your eyes, let them tell you if
you like what your experiencing "

Nicholson and Streep unite once again,
but movie fails their remarkable talents
By Kara %I) ers

He finds that he escapes to drink and the
streets.
For many people in downtown San Jose
It is there that he meets Helen Archer
the only shelter is in the doorway of an aban- (Streept. a highly educated woman who
doned house. The only bed is a park bench floats through the Depression streets. Archer
and the only food is what can he scrounged clings to life through her love of music and
from garbage bins :ind begged from soup her friendship with Phelan.
kitchens.
We meet Phelan 22 years later on the
It is a depressing sight. So is "Ironweed.
streets drunk, hungry, cold and alone. He
starring Jack Nicholson and Meryl Streep as sets out in search of Helen and his friend
homeless people on the
Rudy (Tom Waits).
streets of Albany. New
As the three wander the streets in search of
Film
York during the Great DePhelan is haunted by the ghosts of
Review shelter.
pressiim.
his past which appear in shining white suits.
Their story is sad and
There is the man he killed when he threw’ a
the film’s mood fits the era
stone at a relief worker during a strike. Then
in which the story takes place depressing.
there was the man who attacked him and in
Francis Phelan (Nicholson) is a man who defending himself. Phelan killed the man.
has never forgiven himself for the death of
Streep delivers yet another commendable
his baby son Gerald. Rather than face his performance as Helen Archer, a woman who
family or his own grief. Phelan leaves home. is also haunted by her past. She lives in the
Daily staff writer

Nlery I St reep
SIM, Ill ’hollii

re

,r

glorious days of high society and popularity.
she once knew.
But she is sick. a painful reminder of the
recent hard times she has had to endure.
Helen gives Phelan love and support
through his drunken nights on the street. But
he has never forgotten or stopped caring
about his family he left behind so long ago.
Phelan struggles with his feelings of guilt
surrounding the death of his son and his desire to return home.
Finally he forces himself to face the family he hasn’t seen for 22 years. He is welcomed by his wife Annie (Carroll Baker) and
son Billy (Michael O’Keefe). but initially rejected by his daughter Peg (Diane Venora).
Annie asks Phelan to stay but he refuses
and returns to the streets and to despair.
The story is a depressing depiction of life
on the streets in 1938. Nicholson’s performance is convincing as is Tian 5% ails’.

Sidney Poitier pierces his personal screen of silence
By Ron Haynes
Daily stall writer
After a 10-year absence trom the screen.
actor-director Sidney Poitier returns portraying canny cosmopolitan FBI agent Warren
Stantin in an action -packed thriller "Shoot to
K ill . "
1986 Academy
The
Film
and
nominee
Award
Golden Globe recipient for Review
his work in the Vietnam
drama. "Platoon," Tom Berenger co-stars
with Poitier to make the movie exciting and
entertaining.
Berenger portrays an expert trail guide,
(Johnathon Knox) whose girlfriend Sarah.
(played by Kirstie Alley) is held hostage by a
diamond thief and cold-blooded killer.
Having different lifestyles, the antagonistic relationship of Stantin and Knox makes
for interesting entertainment as the two conflict man against man and men against the
environmental hazards of a remote mountainous Pacific Northwest region.
Kirstie Alley. television’s no-nonsense
manager of the popular television comedy

series "Cheers." stars as Sarah in, ho takes a
five -man fishing party, including the disguised killer and diamond thief, into the
mountains 60 miles south of the Canadian
border.
For movie-goers who relish action, suspense. a little comedy . excellent acting and
breathtaking scenery. "Shoot To Kill" is
most entertaining and satisfing.
On the other hand, even though the
filmmakers have attempted to balance the
gory death scenes with the beauty of the
great outdoors and comedy. for those who
deplore the use of lethal weapons and detest
killings as a film entertainment source, this
one may not he your "cup of tea."
If you see it. though. better make sure
you’re in your seat from the beginning.
That’s when the action starts as a frantic pajama and hedroom-splipper clad diamond
dealer races wrecklessly through San Francisco streets in an effort to meet a demand of
diamonds for his wife who is held hostage.
The diamond dealers unusual attire, inept
presence at an odd morning hour, coupled
with his acquisition of a hag of diamonds, at-

traos the attention of the SFPD and the
F. B. I
Enter FBI agent Stantin in charge of the
investigation.
Stantin convinces the dealer to tell his
story and shortly thereafter a dual team of
federal agents and police officers are dispatched to the dealer’s home in an attempt to
capture the intruder and save the helpless
wife.
Once on the scene. Stantin quickly discovers that the man inside the home is not the
average everyday con artist, but rather an intelligent and clever, well -organized individual instead. Demanding both the diamonds
and the dealer’s Mercedes-Benz. the extortioner makes an escape to the city’s waterfront and out into the Ray hut not before
leaving the household maid dead in the front
yard of the estate as a serious message to
Stantin. He also puts a 9mni bullet through
the left eye of his hostage
a kind of trademark as a
further reminder that his game
was one of serious negative virtue.
This uncaring conduct of one who had
killed and outsmarted the nation’s elite infu-

nates Stantin to the point of no end and provokes him to take a personal stand to end the
freedom of the extortionist.
He pursues the killer into a rugged mountain region near the Canadian border where
he uses federal authority to persuade the reclused and reluctant Johnathon Knox. the
rugged outdoorsman, to guide him.
One cannot ignore the serene setting the
filmmakers have chosen. As the fishing
party makes then way and Stantin and Knox
trek along in pursuit. the terrain of the region
changes. So does its beauty. The vibrant colors of the great outdoors are brought to life
on film as well as the natural sounds of a raging river its rapids pounding relentlessly
against a rock base and walls that house it.
This was one of the most vivid locales used
in the film: Hope Gorge a merciless ravine that could only he crossed using a small
wire cage and rope pulley.
To further maintain viewer interest, a pending snow storm is interjected. The clouds,
dark and gray appear so close the viewer can
actually feel the coolness as the wind picks

up and the evening darkens.
As Stantin and Knox fight for survival in
the mountainous snow storm, the antagonism between the two decreases as they
slowly find that they need each other. First.
to survive and second, to get the killer and
save Sarah.
The movie progresses. A rocky mountainous region changes to a grass meadowland
outside Vancouver and the climate is now
sunny. The pursuit continues.
There is a variety of scenes situated in the
city of Vancouver as the movie nears its end.
Perhaps there are too many because the
movie seems to hit a low point here.
There is an impressive ending an
underwater scene where the now -wounded
Stantin battles hand to hand with the killer
and manages to overcome his somewhat defenseless state to fire his revolver. The blood
of the extortioner and killer flows a deep purple into the Canadian waters and his lifeless
body fades toward the bottom. Impressive.
Impressive indeed.
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Singer-comic Joseph kicks off
weekend of Pub entertainment

Kendra Luck

Daily

staff photographer

Bassist Wes Folkerth, left, and guitarist Tim Alexander perform at Spartan Pub

The groupies make the band

.!

By Laura M. Lukas
Daily staff writer
Friday evening began with a rendition of the
James Bond and Batman themes performed by the
Public Lighthouse Band.
There were other songs. of course. but they were
largely unintelligible from one another. The lyrics
were drowned out by the band’s inability to use its
amplification equipment effectively.
Any talent the musicians had was squelched by an
out -of-tune synthesizer.
A quick change of guitarists pulled from the audience of Western Front groupies and "Voila!" another
"hand" was formed.
This group, which apparently had no official title,
entertained the growing Western
Front cult with a jam session
Music
something akin to what one might
hear from a garage hand in a garage Review
on a muggy summer afternoon. It
was later announced by the hand’s lead guitarist that
what the audience had witnessed "was just a had
dream.** There was no contest from the crowd.
A Western Front conglomerated on the stage. To
confuse everyone, the drummer. Geoffrey Folkerth,
played for all three bands. Tim Alexander. who provided guitar and vocals for Public Lighthouse Band,
is also the lead guitarist for A Western Front.
From the audience came another guitarist. Wes
Folkerth. Geoffrey’s brother, and bassist Bob Coda.
As if by some magic. Folkerth and Coda transformed the noisy Public Lighthouse Band into a group
with a style of its own.
The three guitarists. Alexander. Coda and
Folkerth, blended together so wonderfully it’s amazing the Public Lighthouse Band sounded as clumsy as
it did.
Alexander and Coda provided vocals for A Western Front and their voices complimented each other.
not unlike the strains of REM

Fortunately for the ears of the audience, A Western Front mended the amplification problem (though
they used the same equipment) and rid themselves ol
the synthesizer.
Alexander’s voice sounded surprisingly %imam co
Geddy Lee, lead singer of Rush. Yet blended anti
Coda’s, the sound was unexpectedly different. Together with the guitars and drums. A Western Front’s
music resembled Midnight Oil.
But as all good things came to an end Friday evening, so did this version of A Western Front. After
only a few songs. Geoffrey Folkerth and Coda left the
stage to join the Western Cult, governed by Dan
Winer, "patron of drinks and love." according to
Folkerth.
Riff Callahan took over the drum set and Alexander went solo on vocals.
Although I felt the hand lost all its good qualities
w tilt this rather abrupt and strange change. the faithful
t011ow ing seemed to enjoy the new A Western Front
just as well. Maybe it was the hand’s trip to London
that impressed them.
The songs were dull and unoriginal. And even
though all were talented musicians, the sounds didn’t
mix in quite the same aa as with the "original" A
Western Front.
The way the musicians were "accessorized" from
the crowd to form the various bands was terribly distracting and made the evening more of a game show
than anything else.
A Western Front simply seemed like yet another
"chance combination" of musicans. and sadly the
best Western Front combination (Geoffrey and Wes
Folkerth, Alexander and Coda) lasted for the duration
of only a few songs.
If Western Front could concentrate on developing
a distinctive sound together instead of playing mix and -match musicians. they could possibly go more
places. Until then, they will remain a San Jose cull
hand.

Midnight Oil gets gritty and vocal
By katarina donholt
Daily staff writer
Earthy and rough as the Australian
outback, Midnight Oil’s latest album
is suitably titled Diesel and Dust."
Mixing acoustic guitar with electric riffs and heavy bass lines with
"happy" keyboards, the five guys
from Down Under set the mixxl for
the lyrics.
The words are angry and urgent,
but still optimistic.
talk about
Record ’Utley
violence,
war.
Review pollution. injustitts and apathy.
but also say that something can and
should be done.
With the exception of "Arctic
which is "gloom-andWorld.
doomy" all the way through, the
songs call for action and change.
A’ few lines from the Reggae inspired "Some Times** reflect the
mood of the entire album:
"I know that cannibals wear smart
suits and ties/I know they arm wrestle on the allar/I say don’t leave your
heart in a hard place/sometimes
you’re shaken to the core/sometimes
you’re taken to the wall/hut you
don’t give in."
Some lyrics may not be very deep.
"Put Down That Weapon" is rather
simplistic. Even so. it has a certain
charm. At least these guys are thinking. It isn’t the usual "baby -can’t garyou -see -what -you -do-to -me"
bage.
Although cleanly produced. the
music isn’t too predictable. Occasional outbreaks of drums and bass.
as well as "spacy" segments with
keyboards. Humming guitars break
loose from the otherwise perfect
image like stray strands of hair from
a neat hairdo.
Less smoothly mixed than INXS,
but not as raw as the Lime Spiders,
the band represents the gritty country -type rock often associated with
Australia.
The obvious parallel with American music would he REM, but it’s an
unfair comparison. Midnight Oil is
much more innovative.

In The Dead Heart," the all white hand tries to look at the nation’s history through the eyes of the
Aborigines. Backed by a low,
twanging bass and hollow -sounding
electronic drums, they sing in unison, "We don’t serve your country,
don’t serve your king/white man
came took everything."
The album is good, but would he
better without the cute keyboard

lines and annoying disco heat on
songs like "Arctic World" and
"Save My Soul."
It would he interesting to see what
would happen if the hand were to cut
the leash that restrains its creativit
Unfortunately, this leash is also wh.ii
ties the hand to commercial success
There are rebels lurking inside
these guys and they’re dying to get
out.

By I.aura M. Lukas
Daily staff writer
It’s the weekend again -- surprised?
Yes, you’ve made it through yet
another week of work and more
work. Now it’s time to treat your favorite worker
yourself, of course
and a friend to a relaxing, perhaps
brainless, night or two out on the
town.
For starters. The Spartan Pub is
presenting Frank Joseph on Thursday at 9 p.m. and on Friday, an hour
earlier. the Slurpee Headaches will
bedazzle your evening.
If it’s too painful to return to the
campus on weekends, there’s plenty
else to do in the Bay area.
ZiISLI Pitts Memomil ( )1-che.tra
plays al the Odyssey Room in Sun- Coming
nyvale on Friday.
at 9 p.m. And if Events
you can stand to
extend the weekend just one more
day, you can catch the Greg Kihn
band on Monday evening, same
place and time.
Further west at Mountain Charley’s in Los Gatos is Eddie and the
Tide. The group plays at 9:30 p.m.
Saturday. and cover varies so he prepared!
For those of you who like a
change of pace in the music scene,
the Sugarbews are hosting a Lovers
Rock Dance Party’ at Felton Hall on
Saturday night from 7:30-11:30 p.m.
Cover is $5 single or $9 for couples.
For something a little out of the
IT thinary. Club Afrique up the peninla in Palo Alto presents Kofi front
Ghana, Africa. Cover is $6 and the
show begins at 9 p.m.
Barney Steel’s (just off Highway
101 in Redwood City ) is featuring
the Dana Hubbard Band on Friday
and Blue Wave on Saturday. Both
stiirws isbegin
$4
at 9:30 and cover
If you are more inclined to go the
city for entertainment. Bouncer’s
Bar in San Francisco’s South of
Market district has no-cover charge
shows tor your enjoyment. The Midnight Movers play Friday and the
California Cadillacs with Carlos
Zialcita play Saturday’. Both show
start at 9 p.m.
While in North Beach. there’s the
Stone. The Tailgators. Happy Trails
and Grey Matter are feature on
Thursday: Kidd Blue. Mad Anthony
and Sleaze on Friday: and Donn% an
and the Rowen Bros. on Saturdat
Doors open at 8 p.m. on Thursday
and Friday. cover is $6.50-58. On
Saturday. cover is $10-$11.50 and
the doors open at 7p.m.
If the weekend gets you down,
One Step Beyond in Santa Clara. a
hit closer to home, is featuring Gene
,is es Jezebel and Flesh for Lulu on
Monday night. Tickets are available
.11 BASS Ticketmaster.
Now for something completely

NILES STATION

$9.00

Opening for
Steve One & The Shades
Show starts at 9 : 3 0
37501 Niles Blvd., Fremont

Prices do not include sales tax.

Gold Medal Drink Specials
Labatt’s Beer $1.50 During the Gaines

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

two drink minimum

EXPIRES FEB 28th

Special Calgary Winter Drinks

255-6240

****************
*
*
* FEB. 25, 26, 27 *
*
*
*
*
FRANK PRINZI
*
*
*
*
DESTINY
*
*
*
CAROL LOUISE
*
*
*
****************

THE Rustv

Grande is giving you the best
prices on delicious pizzas!
Plus, you can keep using the
coupon until each size pizza
is bought!

X -Large 2 item pizza

Bring One Friend Free
(2 for 1) Thursday 9 p m
& Friday 11 p m Stews

10741 N. Wolfe Rd. Cu.

Grande Pizzeria Special Offer
One Time Only!

f

$8.00

MINORS WELCOME

408/226-5424
7028 Santa Teresa, San Jose
(at Bernal 4 blks So of inn

IS

11 and ever tyl
11.4)1Vcr th tat Street. San lese 111-11 I!

Large 2 item pizza

Original Progressive Rock

TI

Prizes and Contests

0

$7.00

EAT
DRINK
BE MERRYIS

Big Screen Coverage

Ave t

Medium 2 item pizza

Comedy Club

Labatt’s Blue

04

sk
e
we’V IliIV
‘

$6.00

Appearing Tonight
at

Play’s the Thing" also plays on Saturday at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $9
and for those with many friends.
group rates are available.
Artwise, there are a few gallery
openings to check out. The Palo Alto
Cultural Center presents large and
small scale works by selected Bay
area sculptors in bronze. steel, wood
and stone. The showing runs through
April 24.
On the lighter side. San Jose City
College’s College Gallery presents
an invitational art exhibit featuring
humor in art. "Laffs Straight From
the Heart" will be open through
March 18.
For the "piece de resistence:"
Hornblower Yacht, Inc. of San Francisco is hosting a Chinese New Year
Dinner-Dance Cruise of San Francisco Bay on Friday night.
The $59. ticket price includes a
fabulous "Celebration of the Dragon
Dinner"
famous
prepared
by
Chinese cook Martin Yan and traditional Lion Dancers performing
aboard ship.
Boarding begins at 7 p.m.. and
you’ll be hack at Pier 33 by 11:30.
Bon Voyage!

ft

t. t

Small 2 item pizza

RUSTY PELICAN’S
Winter Olympic
Festival 1988

different . . . The San Jose Symphonic Choir. which has been performing since 1925. is presenting an
et ening of American music in its
"Salute to the American Way" on
Saturday. The show begins at 8:15
p.m. at St. John Vianney Church.
San Jose. Tickets are available at the
door the night of the performance.
Instead of resorting to seeing a
movie, try going to a play. The Bay
area had a host of theater companies
that put on excellent shims.
The San Jose Stage Company presents Beth Henley’s award -winning
comedy hit. "Crimes of the Heart.**
The play, directed by I). Jada
Thomas. previews Friday night at
the theater on First St. Opening night
is Saturday at 8 p.m. and runs
through March 20, according to the
Ill It ing schedule: Thursdays and
Ii days, 8 p.m.. S9.5041 I; Saturdays, 5:30 and p nt
. All student and senior tickets are $6.
The Saratoga Chamber Theatre
presents "The Play’s the Thing" by
Ferenc Molnar as a part of the theater’s "Comedy** series. Performances begin on Friday at 8:30 p.m.
iind run through March 26. -The

GRANDE PIZZERIA
150 East San Carlos Street
on the corner of 4th Street
(408)292-2840
Good For Take
Out Orders Only
Expires March 10, 1988
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Lady Spartan gymnastics
team continues winning
SPORTS

It

Icimiler frunian

Uhe Spartans needed to score
in the high 170 tar s last weekend
to make a eood shrea Mg tor regional
qualiticat ions. landing
team scores oh 171.30 and 171.45
will put pressure on their performances this weekend.
.Vt e didn’t hit tt hat we needed
tor
S isiting
inn
qualify ing
swies." Walker said. "We hit
es ert thing hut the Boor. We need
to he consistent. Everybody
needs to he from here on out..

wrate

%soma

11.151.

,011111111et1 10 de:. a!

1 isals last %%et:kelt,’

.s

I

I us isioll II
is %%11111111a’ .1

Illtee Wale Illeel 1-11daS al
I ).1% Is atirl .1 deal Meet al Saila
meek, ‘stale SallIltl.O

.utsioreil both
(I tat is and (
State on Fri,
day
15 points SJSU landed a
haul score of 171 45.
Senior Rhonda Long took first
place in the .111 MIAOW compeh
lIt’ll as %sell ;is has ler the highesi
I 11L1

Spal Ions

three oril 01
it sills Ire the Spartans
IL’111

ihe

hem

Long had
.1 ’III m the %Ault.
5 in the tines en hats. and 9 15 in the floor
Fieshinan Shreve McClelland
landed the same high score as
!aim/ 19 15) in the floor esercise
The indt es ent that did not go
to tong S as the 1\ilallellle Ise,1111.
,,h11:11hull \ I.O111111Nakaii took
tt ith a score ot 585
SallIrtla

Mehl

IiS1rcramento

State went et en better or the
Spartans 5.151 landed the highest scores on et el) etent for the
night, while posting a team score
of 171 311
Freshman Nikki Hawkins captured three season records.
Hawkins took first place in her
hest all-around competition still
a score of .15.411 as well as 9.15
on the uneven liars. and S85 on
the balancing beam.

’Our girls want to
really do well
against Pacific,
mainly because we
lost to them last
year, and we all
believe it was due
to the judging.’
Jackie Walker,
gymnastics coach

Last y ear’s
111 rsa )1 Ill AF’)
Hatt anan 1 Ales Open put Cinch
Rarick on the map professionally .
and she’s looking at this t ear’s gill
tournament as a chance to ieestahlish herseli in 1958.
Follow Ing the hest season ot her
three-year career. Banc). ’s tontines
have I allen on hard times She with .drew from the Mazda Classic in
Boca Raton. Fla.. due to illness and
missed the cut in the Sarasota (las

’While you wait service"
We also repair
Briefcases and
Luggage

"TlAf.

S
C01511/
13E1401

han said. "She was awarded ’Outstanding Offensit e Player’ in our
Bud Light NIST tournament last
year."
For the first time. the SJSU pitching staff has been expanded from
Iwo it, lour.
"This year we are able to have a
lot of depth on the inound with four
pitchers compared to only having
two in the past. Strahan said.
Veterans on the mound for SJSU
still he Daw n Hilgenherg II 97
FBA) and Gale Dean II 84 TRA).
both has ing heen on the team tor all

LOS ANGI 11 s
Pi
Sete Balk:stews. a world
eiti/en of twit. still I nake the second ot only eight appearances in the I’tined Slates this year when he plays in
this week’s Los Angeles Open.
As a non-member of the PGA Tour. the Spaniard is
only allowed to play. in eight American tournaments.
That’s a rule he doesn’t like
Foreign players WWII participate in 15 PGA Tour
events to keep their tour membership. Plat cr. %Slew do
not meet that requirement are limited ii, play mg in the
three major championships Masters. I S. Open and
PGA
and five other tournaments til the sponsors’
choice.
Ballesteros met the requirement once. in 1954. But
he played in only nine tournaments the next year and was
suspended limn the tour for 195h.
"I tried it one year and that is why I know I cannot
take it." Ballesteros said. "It is too many tournaments:.
He says he would prefer to play 12 1’.S. tournaments
a year
"I 11Issas believe that nine tournaments (outside of
the ’moors I is better than five," he said. "It would help
tile. and it would help the spun."
Ballesteros problem is due more to the global nature
of goll. He finds himself with both a financial and personal interest in playing around the world. That means
about 14 Iimmarnents ;1 year in Europe. two or inure in

Japan, a couple more in simie other pl.us es. plus his U.S.
events.
Hal lesteros said playing in 15 1 s tournaments
would require 15 weeks in this count; t t ear.
’I would he play mg golf the w hole year, and that’s
why’ it’s impossible. he said. The superstar players
cannot play too much because they hate a lot of pressure. They has e other commitments We understand
that. But we hate to he productive id our time. otherwise
we get burned out very easily.
’I would like to see some Ill the American players go
overseas and spend as much as I spend away from Spain.
Then. I’d like to hear what they his e to say .
But there appears to he little sentiment on the tour to
change the rule to satisfy’ Ballesteros The rule was e,
tahlished ii) protect tournament spins tor regular ion,
members. especially in the more lucrato e tournaments
that likelt would attract larger numbers in foreigners.
We hat e a tour and all the guys qualified to he a
part ot it." said Gary McCord. who was a player director
on the P(iA Tour tournament policy hitard which established the rule. "They’ve paid a price to plat tor a pan
of 525 million.
Vs e need good players like Sete. Ian Woosnam (of
W.des I and Bernhard Langer fill West Germany ), but we
can’t lei them cherry pick the tour. We had set up
guidelines so they’d hate to pay a price, too."

$2000

Ski

Per Day

heavenly

Grand Opening Specials
with this ad

Ladles Heels
reg. $ 5.00
now $ 1.95

csisterke
411.1111e,Joining them w ill he freshman
Leann Emery and junior transfer
Tina Roberts.
San I.uis Obispo is already 4-2 for
the year, hating defeated UC-Santa
Barbara and the University’ of San
Diego. San Diego also handed them
the two losses.
"SLO is a strong Divicion II
team. SIrahall said. "We hate to
be playing well."
Saturday’s game w still begin at
the P. A .1.. Stadium at 1:00 p.m.
Jennifer Truman

Ballesteros will compete in L.A.

The Only Guaranteed
Shoe Repar

Men’s Heels
Quality Leather
reg. $ 8.95
Handbags
now $ 4.50
25% off
Expires 3/15/88
626 Town 8 Country Village 249-0439
now open at

With This Coupon

65 South 1st. 298-1191

"Sly problems this year have
been maybe being a lithe sluggish or
my concentration just isn’t sharp."
Rarick said ’’Ilieres nii better
place to get hack on the right him
than
The former ’nit ersity of Hawaii
golfer delends her Hawaiian Ladies
Open tole ibis week against 141
challengers The S3110.001). 54 -hole
tournament begins II id.i and winds
up Saturday at the ’hint,: Bat Re son’s (1.2211- ard Cr eIrse on anti* s

and Your Valid College I.D.
Also at

A College Degree
and no plans?

.3.455.246,
77Cotc

Nevada Base Entry Only
Adult All Day Ticket

SJSU

Become o

Lawyer’s Assistant

Expires 5 1 88.

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO. otters an intenABA Approved post graduate 14 week
LAWYER’S ASSISTANT PROGRAM This Program
will enable you to put your education to work as a
The

sive

north shim:

skilled member of the legal team

Raick said she needs a strong
shots mg this week to get her golf
Qallle hack on track
*Getting It
11 greet start early
in the season makes a hl.e, big dit lerence. Rarisk said in a telephone in.
ler\ less 11,11
in Tucson.

11111,15I
I IIC iiieiis
%1 ill he held in the \len’. (it in
in) Saturday at 7 ;i)p ii
If you not we somethin.;
ti huh l you knots is imoriei.i.
’,tease write II, th. ’Varian
i I
. San Jose Stale I noel
sit% . ()ne Washington Square.
Sill Jose. (’5, is19.7

Fly SJSU softball team will open
its 1988 season Saturday hosting Cal
Poly -San Luis Obispo.
’We hate had a good early
spring." coach Kathy Strahan said.
"We did well in our scrimmage
against Stanford on Tuesday. We
looked solid out there
(’liming hack to the Spartans will
he sophomore third baseman Tiffany
Cornelius, who tipped the SJSU
slats last year w Oh a .272 average.
’We expeci Tiffany to receit e all conference honors this year, Stra-

GRAND CIPENING

sIc

For the Record

Leading the Falcons is allarotmder Barbara Elliott. She
Iii lds IIe school records and is
tanked sixth in Di% ision II III all
:iriiund competition it7.90),
Treshman Tammy Sutton is
Ilth t% Mt a 34.71 all-around as
erage.
Hie Spartans .ire ranked ninth
rc!2ionally hchind It
State and
11* -Santa Barba, lespectitely
Seattle Pain,. is es enly coin
11e11115 a’ still, SPIt, both holding
.111 ,oerage team score ol 171 lin

"Nikki his gradually improted
coach
throughout the y
Jackie Walker said. This etent
St as tneelnIonal hn her.
She
hadn’t hit both the beam and bars
in one meet .
Kris, Miller, who sat out the
last three ifleets due to a sore
ankle. tt is hack on the beam nit
the highest team sCOre in Ille
CS elll
.;51 stiller is a% eraging
; for her all-around perlormance,

Hawaiian
Ladies Open
starts today

Friday night the Spartans will
host the Ithai
ision II national
champions Iron, Seattle Pacific ot
XX ashington at 7J30 p.m. Currently . Ole I alcons are ranked
sixth nal Ii mall%
’Our girls want 10 really. do
well against Pacific, mainly he Cause we li,st to them last year up
;it their place, and we all believe
it was due to the judging."
Walker said.

Softball season begins

A representative will be on campus

Wednesday, March 2,

1988

9:00-11:30am
Student Union, Pacheco Room
For more information
contact your career center at: 924-6030
S..i St .

I..s atp University
01 ,lian

Die!ti."

-kr

0

..

o

Lawyers Assistant Program
noo m 318 Serra Hall

doe

Sae Dego CA92110
1619i 260 4579

et .7%
01
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Name
Current
Address
Stale

City

Z,11

Current Phone 0
Permanent Phone X

WATCH
YOUR
PROFITS
GROW

STUDENT

GOVERNMENT

ELECTIONS

RUN FOR IT!
,lok,
. :. ., Ir,. ,
. .. ..

I.

Associated Students Election Applications for next
year are NOW available in the A.S. Office, in the
Student Activities and Services Office, and the
Student Union Information Center,

HURRY!
DEADLINE is Tuesday March I

at the Candidate Orientation Meeting

Advertise in the

SPARTAN DAILY

277-3171

N),

For more information:
Contact the A.S. Office.
2nd floor in the Student Union.
924-6240
Funded by Associated Students.
ors
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Big East policy toughens up
on basketball game brawls

Defying gravity

PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AP, --- A
tough. new Big East Conference pol1, s aimed at curtailing a trend of in teased brawling in college basketball games is going into effect.
The Big East’s nine athletic directors adopted the live -point policy
shortly after it was drafted by the
conference’s executive comtnittee
during a teleconference Tuesday. It
became the law of the league
Wednesday.
It calls for a one -game suspension
for players who are ejected from
games for unsportsmanlike conduct
and for anyone. with the exception
of head coaches, who leaves the
bench during an altercation.
"It’s unfortunate that it had to
come to this, but it’s a step in the
right direction. I think the league
should be commended." Providence
Coach Gordon Chiesa said. "I think
it’s a good solution. There’s accountability of action."
A fight between Georgetown and
Pittsburgh last Saturday. the second

It

between the two schools and the
third involving the Hoyas this season. precipitated the unusual mid season policy revisions, w hich call
for:
automatic suspension for
An
the next conference game for players
or bench personnel other than head
coaches who take the court during a
skirmish.
A one -game suspension for
players ejected from Big East
games. subject to the affirmation of
the commissioner.
-- Reaffirmed committment on
the pan of conference athletic direc-

Women’s Gymnastics
Men’s Gymnastics
Feb. 26, 7:30 Spartan Gym
27, 7:30 Spartan Gym
Spartans vs. Seattle Pacific
Spartans vs. ASU
Mpr 12, 7p.m. Spartan
Mar. 11, 7:30 vs. Berkley
Games Ill
Men’s Baseball
Women’s Softball
Feb. 27, 1p.m.
Feb. 27, 1p.m. PAL Stadium
Muni Stadium
Spartans vs. Cal Poly-SLO
Spartans vs. St. Mary’s

Fab.

Giants’ Craig
impressed
with rookie

1:1

tors to ensuie that games at their
home sites will he "in accordance
with the highest standards of sportsmanship and sound principles ol
game management.’’
Reaffirmed support of the conference’s officials in their efforts to
"control physical play, particularly
as it relates to the calling of flagrant
and intentional fouls.
But the Big East isn’t the only
conference in which on -court violence has increased. There were also
fights Saturday’ in games between
Louisville and South Carolina and
Penn and Yale.

Groups and Youth Welcome
’Ticket Information 924 -FANS
Ad Compliments Of SJSU Associated Students

We don’t
want to be
"Reeless

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (API
Manager Roger Craig saw Mike
Remlinger, the San Francisco Giants’ No. 1 draft pick of last summer, throw for the first time on
Tuesday and said the left-hander "is
not that far away from making the
big club."
The former Dartmouth standout is
scheduled to pitch in the high minors
this season, however, since the Gi,mts’ 10-man staff is virtually set.
Remlinger threw for six minutes
during the team’s second spring
training workout, facing veterans
Joel Youngblood and Bob Brenly.
"I liked what I saw.’ Craig said.
"Remlinger has a gtxxl use arm and
an outstanding future with us. From
what 1 saw today, he’s not that far
away from making the big club."
The Giants are expected to open
the season with the same pitchers
they had in last fall’s National
League Championship Series Rick
Reuschel, Dave Dravecky. Mike
Krukow /Wee Hammaker. Kelly
Downs, Mike LaCoss, Joe Price,
Scott Garrelts, Don Robinson and
Craig Lefferts.

A.S. Leisure Services doesn’t want
to be "Reclessi We’re in search of an
Open Recreation Supervisor. Applicants should
have experience in Open Recreation or
similar Athletic Facility Supervision
5.80 per hour
20 hrs/week
Apply in the Student Activities and Services
Office by Feb 29th at 5:00pm

924-5950

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?

Matthew E

Brian !leery, a junior majoring in physics and a
inenther of 5.151"s
mnastics team flips
in the air in front of the Student Union to attract
more spectators to t he squad’s meet Saturday .

Durham -- Daily staff photographer

moth e it Dublin. Ireland, !leery is that country ’s
national gy mnastics champion and ranks sesenth
in the United States. He hopes to represent Ireland in the 1992 Summer Oly mines.

GIVE YOUR CAREER THE SAME CAREFUL
ATTENTION YOU GIVE YOUR PATIENTS.

298-3030
Call510Us!
S 10th St San Jose
DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.
OPPORTUNITIES TO EXCEL ARE
ENDLESS IN THE NAVY NURSE CORPS.
THE

mire out or’
Bete,. .
study’’,
k up the
phone and call Dominos
Pizza In lust 30 minutes

AVAILABLE
DRIVERS EARN

UP TO s1o.00
PER HOUR
Hours

.Thurs
ttam-2am Fri A Sat
OPEN FOR LUNCH
Ilam-lam Sun

we’ll deliver hot, delicious

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN
EXPERIENCE THE PROFESSIONALISM.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

NAVY NURSE.
ITS NOT JUST A JOB, ITS AN ADVENTURE.

.

Olt’

16-02 Bottles 75C
Save 20% on a
6-Pack of Coke’
only $380

Our drivers carry less
than $2000
Limited delivery area

pizza right to your door
No problem.

SPECIAL!
For more information.
contact your Navy Representative
at the following number:
Call collect (415)452-2900.

30 Minutes or $3

pizza from

Dwitno, Rua for lust $700’
Additional items $105 each
Sales tax included One coupoi
per pizza Not valid with any It.
offer Valid at this location only
Expires in two weeks
Fast, Free Delivery"
510 S 10th St
San Jose
Phone 2911-3011i

r

OFF!
Ally 2-tlerrl

MOW pli/d

from Domino’s Pizza
One coupon per pizza
Not valid with any other offer
Valid at this location only
Expires in two weeks
Fast. Free Delivery’
510 S 10th Si
San Jose
Phone 298-3030
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Professor
’sparks’
student
interest

Legislature recommends
budget cuts to governor

Long
By Suzanne
Gaily stall wirier
With the help ot SIM’ soltinteers.
students from the Franklin- McKinley svhool district time disLiiiered
that education namely history . can
he fun and II:V..11111ml
Alto cos el mg tiptcs Itom the
XX milk-at:I
lister House to the
fiery destruction ut San Jose’,
Chummy, ii n 1557. students from
John 1 Kennedy and Los Arhole,
elementary schools. and .1 W Fan
middle school acre honored Tues
day u hen Councilisoman Iola Wil
hams and Mayor Tom Alchnery pre
settled Ihenl %lin a eertificate ot
commendat mliii
Only representames nom
hair could attend the eere111011 , hut
"The History Lore.- displayed ii
the lobby it San Jose Citi Hall. in
dudes the is irk it students trom all
three iii the schools
The concept ol a history lam: u.is
dei eloped Iasi car ls SJSL lecturer
and
history
prof essOr Stephan
Cc His idea u as to do something
out in the ordinary that \souk!
"spark" students interest in learn
mg He %%anted ii "get (students,
turned on to education
To do this the S.ISt iolunteei,
trom the School of Social s
ence. tirst created an aux,.
.011011g the students It local hi,.
Films. stories. and tours ot the
parked interest and gave the
dren plenty it ideas for their pni
tech, "utter ’m11%11.111.11 topics ucie
chiisen. the iolunteers spent three
and -a -half months helping the sit]
dents do their research
Mary Sienseth. the SJSI. graduate
student %Aho organized the display .11
’its Hill
’"’e "I the ’,ix
the
described the Faire is a "fun protect
and a in aid concept
-Protects Mat get students out
into the real uorld are st, important:’ she said Students need to estlerience more than lust classroom
studies
highth grader Fri,: I hincet agrees.
’It is as t lin getting out into the community
Jim Cassani. a history teacher at
Taii . is also happ %kith the re
if the protect "After ii .ears
ril teaching. this (protect) is good to
"W hat they enjoyed most.’ ’ Ca,
sant i.onfinued. "is that (the teports
acre 11111%idual projects."
’They had know, ledge on a sullied
that nohody else did. "they became
experts in their min area.- he said.
Ity i hating S.ISI-s Clark Library

SACRAMENTO (API The
Legislature’s nonpartisan fiscal
analyst today recommended $334
inillion worth of cuts and other
changes in Gov. George Deukmejian’s proposed $44.3 billion
state budget.
The recommendations, issued
by Legislative Analyst Elizabeth
Hill, include $356 million in cuts,
$31 million in increased spending, $3 million in funding source
changes and $5 million in revenue changes.
All the proposed changes in the
budget for the 1988-89 fiscal year
would have the net effect of increasing available funds by $334
million.
The largest suggested reductions are $63 million in health and
v,elfare programs. $58 million in
business,
transportation
and
housing. $55 million in educa-

tion. $53 million in judicial and
$45 million in higher education.
analysis.
1,267 -page
The
which studies the Republican
governor’s proposed state budget
in detail. is used h!, the Legislature’s two budget committees
when they begin writing their
own budget plans Mr passage in
June.
The analysis recommended
that $21) million should he spent
to give special school programs,
such as those for the gifted and
disadvantages, a cost -of-living
increase. Deukmejian proposed
giving those programs the same
money they are receiving this
year. The analysis said the increase is needed "to maintain the
purchasing power of ongoing programs that has been lost through
inflation."

**EVERY SIX MINUTES A WOMAN IS RAPED**
DON’T BE NEXT !

NEW
THE SECURITY FLASHLIGHT
When your worst nightmare becomes reality and you are
face-to-face with an assailant, protect yourself with
THE NEW SECURITY FLASHLIGHT.
Legal to carry
Powerful eye/nose;skrn irr,tx
One shot stops your assailant
Also effective on animals
Fast effective and easy to use
10-12 shots per cartridge
Causes no permanent injury to
assailant.
Fits in purse or pocket
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTE I
CREDIT CARD

0
Ron Green Daily
Irillat hall

I

staff photographer

:mg. a .1.1%. Faire middle school student, reads about history at City Hall

and the Calm ,nia Room at San Jose
City I ihrary students could research
topics such as San Jose’s timer oi
lightI built in 1851. Him n doss it
strong unlit. in 1915). the light Rail
System and the history 01 the San
11 ,se Alercury Neu. A study ol
torlall homes m S.111 Jose required
one student to actually tour the city
and drass sketches. And tor so eral
ionaniese children. \s lit, told the

story of their family ’s immigration
trom Vietnam. Jr:lewd se inters km.
had 141 he done.
The first history faire took place in
the spring 1957 and only iniolved
one school. In the luture the faire
ix ill take place ever) fall and Payne.
the coordinator hetueen SJSC students and the school district plans
on involi Int; more schools each
year.

General Motors’ Van Nuys plant to reopen six weeks early
1GS Vs( iELES i API
General
The IlIghr shin at the S an Nuys
Motor. Corp said tod.i. it is It re plant um eliminated Feb 15 hestore I .9100 lobs at its N. an \ ti s
(iM had too much unsold in.
plain on Alardi 14 hi putting kali
r. enhity of the Pontiac Firebird. and
shins hack to work six necks eat het Cite% rolet Camanis assembled there
ihrin epc,ted
Si the time. GAI said it expected
I he .inoriuncement came as (i 1
indi,..ded 11 ii ill he recalling about the plant %%mild opet ate uith only
one shift until at least Alai 2 until the
I 7iIII ii ii ii kers hitionu hle

inentor!. was reduced.
In a unique experiment that had
run into suit’ resistance among senior
uorkers. all 3.500 of the plant’s
hmiurl a orkers acre affected, is it ft
hall being off for tut> necks at a
time. then returning to their lobs
uhile the others %s ere furloughed Ii r
tk necks.

AFRICAN AWARENESS MONTH PLANNING COMMITTEE PRESENTS

Video Autobiography of

CUSTOMERS CALL (408)

748-9255

in ray Mot.ha,,dise Center 4200 Basset St .Ste A. Santa Clara, 95055
Enclosed please find $
SECURITY FLASHLIGHTS
for
One SECURITY FLASHLIGHT @I9.95 plus $ 305 postage
Two SECURITY FLASHLIGHTS @ 34.95 plus 4 00 postage
Enclosed is my
_Check
Money Order or Charge my _ visa
MC
Cahlornta residents add 7% sales tax
Credit Card *
Exp Date
Name
Address
City
ZIP
State_

GIVE
MOM & DAD
EXTRA
SPENDING
MONEY
If your folks help you make car insurance payments, take some
of the heat off Call Public Insurance. Ya see, unlike other car insurance
companies, we want young drivers Just starting out. That means
some of the lowest rates you can find. On top of this, we ask for a low
downpayment and spread your payments over 12 months.
Even if you’ve been unlucky with tickets and an accident. call us
for a quote till nine PM. seven days a week. Then show the price to
Mom and Dad.
They’ll think they raised an Economics whiz.

Thursday Feb. 25th
Duncan Hall S.J.S.0
7:oopm Room 135
ADMISSION IS FREE
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS AND SUPRO

haeoereard

AT
PUBLIC INSURANCE
IT’S NO PROBLEM
1-800-345-1995
Your to. kJ idirms. Credit Card
Use

!
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From page I
Devi is listed in the British edition
of Guinness Book of World Records
for beating the Univac 1108 computer in calculating the 23rd root of a
201 digit number. Devi accomplished this feat in 50 seconds
whereas the computer took more
than a minute.
The only computers Devi had to
race against on Tuesday %ere the
hand calculators held by the audience. She asked students to submit
numbers for her to work calculations. It did not matter what site the
numbers were.
"How big the number? How big
can you do it?" she said.
She easily calculated the cube root
of 531442968302430001. The answer is 810001, of course.
Devi also asked people to give her
any date and she would tell them
what day of the week it fell on, or
will fall on.
Devi prides herself on always
being right, even in astrology.
"My charts are always right." she
said.
Devi, who has been developing
her talent since age 3, said she never
went to school in her life. She said
she has an "innate intuition for
this."
"I never try anything. I do it."
she said.
And she went on to prove just that
by fielding more mathematical questions from the audience.
"One day I wish I could be like
that." Samir Mohan. a student. said.
Good luck, Samir.

cating supplying free needles to
drug addicts, but merely asking
that a New York City program be
considered along with others
aimed at slowing the AIDS epidemic.
"I don’t think we can close our
eyes to any program." Edelman
said, adding he would now go to
the county Health I)epartment
with the idea.
In Boston, Mayor Raymond
Flynn this week asked the City
Council to approve an experimental sterile needle exchange for
drug addicts in hopes of curbing
the spread of AIDS.
AIDS is caused by a virus that
damages the body’s immune system, leaving victims susceptible
to infections and cancer.

LOS ANGELES (AN
Supervisor Ed Edelman dropped his
proposed needles -to-addicts plan.
which would supply intravenous
drug users with sterile needles in
an effort to combat AIDS.
Edelman had proposed that the
plan be studied, but he withdrew
the motion earlier this week when
it became apparent it didn’t have
the support of his colleagues.
It just doesn’t make any
sense." Supervisor Deane Dana
said.
Supervisor Michael Aminovia agreed, calling the proposal
"a waste of time and effort."
"Money should be going into
drug rehabilitation and education
programs," Amonovich said.
Edelman said he wasn’t advo-

Bloom County

Genius

L.A. Supervisor drops
’needles -to addicts’ plan

Jet: Peaks student interest
From page I
’ gine. which makes the plane extraorcomes automatic because of the ex- dinarily more powerful than a plane
tensive training a pilot receives in powered by a propeller.
the Navy for such an emergency.
The operation of the jet engine
"I had to step out of the plane." uses turbine blades that are similar to
Shorts said.
propellers. explained Lester Collins,
a member of the research mechanical
Actually. Shorts exit from the
team for NASA. The jet engine uses
plane was a bit more exciting. He
was ejected from the cockpit of the fuel that is forced into a pressurized
plane, through the glass canopy that chamber and then ignited. The combustion is then forced out the rear of
enclosed him, and was parachuted to
the engine, thus giving the aircraft a
the ground.
large amount of thrust power.
"It was a real kick in the butt." he
This is what makes the TA -4 casaid.
pable of traveling up to 480 miles
Following the short lecture, and per hour.
question and answer period, Shorts
The A-4 was the aircraft used by
led some of the students to look clo- the Blue Angels in their airshow persely at the TA -4.
formances. Now the Blue Angels
The TA -4 operates off of a ,jet en - use the F-18.

Berke Breathed

Sheila Neal
06POSIT

IT
SAY ?
I

\

ARE

YOU A SINGER" Sunnyvale
Singers. a performance choir is
reorganizing

We

need

some

more good voices 733-2877
FREE PREGNANCY TEST and comSunny
passionate counseling
vale 732 -FREE
NEED

MEDICAL

INSURANCE"

We
have plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Mark Fil
ice. Washington National Insurance. 14081 943-9190 for no obli-

gation quote
STEEL BUILDING DEALERSHIP with
EMS

maim menufacturimsales
engi
...ring support Starter ads fur
misted Some areas lak. Call
13031 759-3200 cot 2401 WeclgCM Acceptance Corp
6800 E
Hampden, Denver Co 80224
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now, Save your Meth eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure s. AS

office or

call (4061371-6611
WANTED GOOD SINGERS DISARMA
MENT supporters for peace chorale Call Genie at 997-5292
WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS Oct
that

OK We are a church com-

munity Ilmt values the individual
search for ones own truth The
FIRST

UNITARIAN

CHURCH

of

San Jose offers creels,* services
stimulating discussion & opportunities for social action We are
located at 160 N 3rd St Join us
Sundays al 1 1 00 or cell 292-38511

AUTOMOTIVE
61 VW KARMAN 0111* 0011 erg. dual
webers, air shocks. nes. carpet,
deem $1500 Call 723-7455

COMPUTERS
PC -CON PC -COW’" 18 MAT XT compatibles End acces-

PC -CON

sories

One block from campus
404 S 3rd St 02 Call 295-1606
Special 6% oft for SJSU wrthiD

FOR SALE
TEAC A6300 R R tape dick -5400 21
PC SPly s s waterless cookware
bedroom cab
sat 5300 AttiOet
Inet-4150 251-59-42
THE BREAD 8 ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique booliaor specializing
in books on helory
current
Black Americans
Asian-Arnericons
Marxism
Written by
worn.
Blacks. Chicanos. Asians labor
activists Marsha. We also have
event.. labor
Chicanos

In English. Soviet texts in the social sciences You won 1 find our
books, pesters and records in
other stores In the valley In eddi
flon we have fiction and chitdren’s books Located at 950 5
First St , San Jose (3 blks souls of
280) Call 294-2930 for hours

HELP WANTED
ACCOUNT EXEC type person needed
to find clients for freelance copy
writer

Work on commission
bans Great opportunity for pro
...lonal. outgoing person Call
984-6235
BUBBLE MACHINE CAR WASH 1090
Saratoga -Sunnyvale lid Contact
Mend Sladat et 096-2502 Flex
hrs no imp ma Full part time
CAREER OPPORTUNITY with 3rd
largest insurance company We
.ed reliable stable people inter
ailed In owning Mar own busl
provide sales A man
ne We
agernent training & guaranteed
Income when qualified Call David
lacier or Dick Adams at 371
4663
COME WORK FLEXIBLE morning 8
evening shifts for our Newmarket log company Raise hinds by
phone or a worthwhile non-profit
Earn greet hourly
pay plus bonuses Cell Gall at our
convenient Slovens Creek Lem
fence location Call 261-0895
organization

COUNSELOR -GROUP HOME for au 11211c children Varied hours Call
Monday through Frldey 9-SPM
377-6-412311 1494

2 yrs experience in
ship rev or eddy plus
ability told 50 Ithe fore lift certifi
cate and California driver’s Iiceo.. Must be U S citizen Call
stores

(A J . Psych. Sociology. etc 1 are
given preference Call Joe Harris

40

Ik’i

\
_____ _
Dunnbar Pig and Friends

at 379-8710

.
,

,

_

S

Jadentown Call Mac 9969711
EARN EXCELLENT MONEY in home
assembly work Jewelry, toys
others FT 8 PT avail Call today,
-516459-3535
(Tolirefundablelext 6404 24hrs

TEACHERS NEEDED for infant rod
der &pre.hool rooms al lhe
San Jo. Heads Up Center Good
pay & working environment Call
Kelly at 432-1644
TELEMARKETING SALES. Walking
distance to campus Comfortable

long

term

hes Call Ernie PM s only at 9984526

48 hr 12

hrs lam) 7
days Very flexible compatible to
class-schedule 100 yds north of

TRAINING SPECIALIST

Doml care
stall needed for residential facilities for adolescents and young
Suns wrth autism & related dise

bus school, drivels office for typlet Bidg-436 E San Fernando Sr
296-6535 or 923-8361 Mr Mann

bates FT PT posItIon available
early
weekday mornings
af-

USSFOODSERVERS, COOKS HOST
E SS CASHIERS and busboys
Mario
Callenders
is
always
looking for new, enthusiastic
workers to min our team Apply at
2831 Meridian Ave or call 2657130 tot appointment

ternoons weekends S overnight
shifts 56-57 25 hr Call for eppli
cations informelion 374-6224
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE ENVISION has
full lime opening for automated
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
shift graveyard 8 w.k.d shift
IF 5,5,M) 9AM to 730 PM) Ph. -

FRESHMAN SOPIIMORE
Clerletypisi Type 40 WPM Willow Glen

its.

area, 12-20 hours per week Good
for pre-pharmacy maw Call for

and educational funding PT and
ft.e hr. Call 947-8091

WANTED

rah

paste-up etc

design

6235
HOME MANAGER Group Home Manager for community -based residential program for young adults
with autism 4 related devel
opmentel disabilities home to be
located In the San Jose area & to
open in April BA in Hums Sec
ices or related field
prey.cs
mixer in the held of developmental disabilities Salary range

-

000 lo 421,000 Call 374-6224
MORE THAN A JOB. An impotence
Mel will build your commune.

Esperlence must’ 5599 per hour
20 hours per week Apply in Student Activities Office or call 924-

OFFICIALS

56-510 per game
Apply in Student Ache.. Office
or call 924-5950
WORK FOR THE JACKSON BROWNE
for preeldenl party’ Concerti.
events, etc pay bnfts, fun Call
the New American Party 479-7126
WORK FOR THOMAS JEFFERSON.
Part-time, full time Call 476-7126

KISS

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE on February 29th
1988"

FREE

Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines
.7741. CLASS, is

THE WHAT’

Licensed agent
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

1 bedr.m I
bath. oft ft.1 parking $475 Call
224-3939 2866840
licensed
agent

DOWNTOWN OFFICE SPACE available in Victorian Phone
computer hookups. nice. 297-2960
EARN WHITE YOU LEARN, Fin no
bile home elem..a to apt hm
rental

5550

IT 475 _
RtvINKLE:
itqv-i- YOU

M.PETIW608N08
SEIM A
rAn’ RitXmaIll0A1

77if SEXUAL
RELOLUTIOAK

ORIENTATION STAFF POSITIONS for
August NV New stipend paling.

HANDYMAN-COMMERCIAL

5100 deposit Call 2111-0789

ERTY Manton..
independent 20

Michael Sherman
.5334 THEREAFTER ,
4tE. 10p OF -TME fkla

?On csPES...

SERVICES

Doc’

have had low back pain for more
Men 6 months and are 20-55

will
Iran Eircelliont for students, Nevi
ble hrs Devi eves. WiltICIS Cell
John at 744-1244

RED EVE is looking for ...Isla& men
part time in our
*gem full time
local stores We II work around
ached schedules bul mind have?
Week opening avail mornings
meaty.

non -anoints

interested

AND 11-Es4 14E6-RD -THETint’ 600%75 OF A"v4

LIFE.

14010)
4115 ’ANT

BACKACHE", FREE treatment as
research protect If you
pad of

EA5‘11H5H

40

1.1

veers old pl.. call Palmer College of Chiroprmte -West at 1408/

-rmt-1.102/

244-8907 extension 401
BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving. waxing.
Isv.zing or using chemical dep.
tortes Let me permanently re
move your unwanted hair (chin
bikini

tummy moustache etcl
15% discount to students and lac
ulty Call before May 31, 1988 and
get your first spin at 1 7 price
’Unwanted Hair Diseppears With
My Care Gwen Chelgren R E
559-3500 1645 S Bascom C
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
EYECARE

AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Frame and lenses from $37, Dr
Christopher Cabrera 00 Chiality
and Iasi service et stremaly low
price Complete eye mem including glaucoma check complete
contact len...race for family

Classified
for your wedding party or dance
at reasonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil al 240-282001 922-7359
SERVICES
RESEARCH
assistance
Acedernic thesi
Ghostwriting All subects Owe
died writers Resumes Re-writ mg Catalog Berkeley 14151 441

WRITING

5036

by the boding designers Super
thin lenses for high power Fl

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED
by a professional high quality
budget price Ir. information
Call 3717487 ask for SJSU dis

Open 7 days

count

Fashion frames and sunglasses

week

insurance

Medical are wormly ni
corned SJSU stud.ts
staff always have 10% off Call for appt
now.’ 405 E Santa Clara Sr at

YOUR

and

ACHIEVEMENT
AAAA-ACCURACY
ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY

41 SO per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Ouick turnaround All work guar

(4151796-8497

ante. Thanks

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES. Let ma
capture your wedding memories
with quality photos for less. Budget and deluxe packages fmin
5299 You keep the negatives Call
Cherie al 274-9099
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desire* Michel formerly of KSJS
You’ve got the party

wove got

the music’ Michel Productions
provide. vdde variety of music

Call

sional quick& dependable worry.
tree .rvice at its best with AFFORDABLE RATES cal PAM at

Cassette tran
Airnaden

available

Brenham area
264-4504

7 days week

Cali

DO IT WRITE’ Word processing

247-21581 (Santa Clara STUDENT
6 FACULTY DISCOUNTS’

20

TYPIST" Reasonable rat.
Call Eva at 251-6285 or 272-5033
Will pick-up and deliver

GOOD

years arperience resumes, leltem mailing fists books articles
Proofreading

mating

Pam

at

14081

225-

5025 225-9009
ABSTRACT WE RE NOT -letter quality
accurmy guarant.d Academic
typing our speciality Free proo

available

LASERJET OUTPUT Years of expel,
enc. serving SJSU faculty and
All work guaranteed
tudent

Reasonable rates Call Anne 576

ling disk storage
Reasonable
We re Ma dependable gramme,
wise college grads So call us

ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also term pamanuscripts, screenplays

Specializing in word perfect and
word Call PJ at 923-2309

pers

resumes

LUCID

repetitive lanes tran
artplion Free SPELCHEK copy
edit, disc storage Quick turnaround

Santa Clara

SERVICE Typing

of reports. theses, etc
111.,
printer Affordable accurate de12
minutes from
pendable Only

5825

campus Pickup eVelleete Sally at

EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
Term papers 51 75 p dbl sp and
proofed Smell business

EDITORIAL

writing assistance editing typing

288-

Cell

check

All
Walton grammar leterICe
work guaranteed For that profes-

processing

6539 (San Jo.I

A A-1 SECRETARY with computer
Clow to school Available night
and day Rush lobs are my specialty

word

3684 (Wove message)

propels manuals theses etc All
academic formats & APA Fr.
disk storage SPELCHEK punc

CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush’
Reserve now for your term pa pars group propels theses etc

Latter

quality

Expert-

WRITING Bay
TYPING
RESUMES
area I
service 40 yeas exp.
Career
fence
Consultations
Sommers

Responsible
hrs se $5-

NEW CONDO TO SHARE’ 2 bcIrm 2
eh, close to SJSU Femme non
smoker 5400 rno
4716920 after RPM

I 2 tail 14151

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP Inshore
3 bdrrn opt in &Anna.. Rent
$240
1171 deposit. 1 3 Litll
13 phone 730-5542 Michele 717
0635 Maureen

SHARE THIS HOUSE with other
dents I room
all ...nines
5325
1 3 utilities Call 976-2282
I

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS. FT PT emotey OW
dire all ohne FT PT evening
process servers We will train
Apply In person Mon Fri 9AM.
4PM 240 Meridian Ave S J .2.-

LARGE
kitchen

ENTERPRISE"... Prolessionoi ’yang & business services Fast reasonable nem the
university Call 292-4047

TERM PAPERS BY MAIL", We take
your drat sit & type you party
gel down Leeet output & epee
proofed Call Dine Aube at 9453941 977-7999 beeper
TYPING."
Call

REASONABLE
PATTI

st

14081

e sperlence needed

Apply VAN

GUARD
Blvd

SECURITY 3212 Scott
between Olcott 8 San To-

ma Santa Clara Call 727-9793

RATES"
248-9633

Santa Clara area
REPORTS, NT
Mrs resumes manuiscripts. legal

WORDPROCESSING

Editing available

Have two de

greet Reimonable rete Cell 576

1329
term papers
WORD PROCESSING
reports
tellers
resume.
etc
Eacel quality quick turnaround
Fremont

415-657-2943

--

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approatmately 30 letters and spaces for each Mel

Ad Rates
LI

On
Two
Day
Days
3 Lines $355 $435
4 Lines $435 $5 15
5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines 55 95 $680
Each Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
$475
$555
$635
$715
80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
57 40

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
51 05
$1 20
$1 35

I

1

1

LI

1

I

I

1

.1

1.111

1

1_L L

I

1

I

I

ROCM

for rad,
bath 0275 no

share
5150

LOST AND FOUND
DID YOU FIND

BLACK mechanical
pencil,’" You can make 515 if
you return* Call 976-5872

PERSONALS
BEAT MARCH 1st IMPORT PRICE rise

Circle a Classification:
Announcements
Help Wanted
Automotive
Housing
Computers
Lost and Found
For Sale
Personals

1111111111111111111111111111111

Address

Phone

City & State

ZIP

Enclosed is

_ titles.

SENO CHECK, 96014(1 ORDER
5(110

Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

I

1111111111111111111111111111111

Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines $4600
10-14 Lines $6300
15 Plus Lines $80 00
Phone: 921-3277

1

1111)1111111111_1111111111111111

deposit OS S 12th St Availed*
March tat. eek for Mr

5660
SECURITY RECEPTION all Odd ft pi
56-660r to start Full bona., Ile

Car..

All lob area’s

Center 243-4070
SUCCESS

cellar 446-5636
SECURITY

primers

Compotill. rates 735-6845 15,1.1
Sunnyvale

Call us and compare

2S1-4665
NEED HELP," Cell 5,0 S

letters.

enc5

professmnal typing sere
ice for term poems group propels and ohm reports Resumes
and corer letters Free spelling

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic business legal word
processing needs Term papers
reports resumes loners group

Students re.ive a discount with
ID Access Data -261-4962 ask for
Teresa

Professionol

flyers newsletters
protects
welcome

Quality guaranleml On campus
pickup deirvery Call 14061 274-

instructor

cessing experience letter quality
printing Very competitive rates

aription

EDGEABLE in typing that slops
Trust TONY 296-2087 Thanks

prod.rs

Math

mailing lists

APA FORMAT term paper thesis wei
cornml 111 years typing word pro,

work guaranteed

solved tutoring by phone at any
level Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Call

MATH -PHONE

wIth papers reports. theses lvs
peclally edema etc at 251-0449

fr06 disk storage Quick return all

TYPING

Minimum three lines on one day

6466

PT FT POSITIONS In repro firm

FeLK.16,/

Skibblefritz

PROP

57 hr contact Leslie Lod G 666

$49-2933

/I

stt.t

41

-

Call Ernie at 371-1664 or

FURNISHED RM for rent near IBM
Kilchn privl 5300 me util Incl

PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS
mailable immedlately 5548 hr
Northern California Nan... 14151

001,176111ROD
SUPPOSE. EIETTV
ClOCelt
VE7

HEARD or
nis ye

249-5100
OASIS CAMPUS REP’ PR or AD maid
to act as Pawn with Greek
clubs Great benefits. 21 or over
Coned Tori at 266-2366

559. Applications asellable in Stu
dent Activities. Old Cafeteria
Bldg Apply by February 26th

VOA 18114 154h15
IN ’72.

Friday a19
SAMMY MASH party
PM. 567S eth ST Come and ham
an OPERATION"

name.. Spanish A Chine.

AFFORDABLE? BEDROOM, I BATH"
Carport walk to campus no pets
$595 ono Cell 224-3939 206-8840

Pet vON you
smouu:NE WINED

WE SlattAl REV
OLL/1100 P801.1(66
118140112 /ADM
RIX rwm...o. co’
7705 UAUVSW Kntellie
0E811.5 ISGO tdOnlEta
Zan- NAFTA UAW
OVER HOT SIMVCS
fialVM02E

AT

91h call 995-046/ We speak Viet

HOUSING

lions skills and will look great on
your resume. Pay 5551 base
bonuses which can double it. Call
now 924-1129 ask for Mitch
NOW HIRING Open recreation super
visor for A S Leisure Services

INTRAMURAL

necessary

layout

Call Linde a 964-
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Students seize U.S. office
SEOUL. South Korea (API
Radical students armed with homemade bombs seized the U.S. Information Service office Wednesday
and the building was shaken by two
explosions before police overpowered the attackers.
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Policy: Affects seniors
From page I
flounced that the Chancelli or’s
office has provided 520,000 to
this campus for scholarships to
graduate students in underrepresented minority groups." It is
stated in the agenda that the recruitment process has begun for
11 awards ranging from $500 to
s2.5(Xt.
the rationale behind the
Iellow ships is to "represent encouragement and support Mr the
development of role models and
leaders vs thin minority communities
The graduate advisers were
further informed that "thesis
quality had improved from May.
198b through August 1987. In
August 1987 only I 1 perceent
had unacceptable numbers of errors and the average emirs for all
theses had been reduced to 12.
Ads isets further learned that in
kcemher. 27 percent were unacceptable and the average errors
s, ere higher than ever.’’ accord to the agenda.
\ ccording to the office of the
.issociate academic vice-president
tor graduate studies and research,
the submission of theses for the
annual competition is in progress.

Studies
pilL:C

Schiavo attributed the prop.,
diminished popularity in the cm L,
’80% to the policies of the Reagan ad
ministration.
’For a while it SA as so fashionable
to he greedy ." he said "The Men
talky was that ’OK. so we treat the
environment a hit rough. but ev ii
ime’s got jobs.’ ’
Although society still encoui.ie people to go out and make money .
people are ’beginning to question .n!
industry %%inch abuses the ens
mem and human health.’ he said
An education in env ironmental
studies &VS not exclude students
nun high -paving occupations.
Lee Spear. an environmental oii!
ies major, plans to become an
ney . specializing in land -use e,ie
"I didn’t feel the hard sciences at
tered the kind of perspectives I yy as
looking for." he said.
Environmental studies student,
study the "hard sciences," su,:
chemistry and physics. Spear saist.
hut look at them in terms of boss
they affect people’s lives
"Things are alv% s interacting
Spear said. "You can’t just look al
the chemistry of something . . . the
social sciences come in. too."
Graduates of the program has c
gone into education, ground wale!
restoration, energy management.
solar architecture. city governments
and agriculture, Schrayo said.
"It’s an interdisciplinary depart
ment. We have attorneys teachinc
env inmmental law and an engineet
teaching a course in ground vs ate
cleaning
These past seven years have been
"the most abusive on the environ
mem." Schiavo said. He accused
the Reagan administration of "drag
ging its feet" when it comes to toy
lc. clean-up. "practically giving
away national parks" to coal and oil
companies and "pushing for nucleat
power even after our own Three
Mile Island incident and Cherno
byl.’
What caused the ens ironmental
studies program to grow again. a 21
percent increase between 1985 and
1986. was a "the emperor has no
clothes story.’ Schiavo said People
are beginning to realize that they
have to pay later, that there’s "nu
clear waste to baby sit for the nest
couple of thousand y ears. ’ ’ he said.

Nixon mementos
outsell Hart’s
SANTA (’LARA( API -- Former
President Richard Nixon may have
resigned in disgrace 14 years
hut he was the most popular Re
lie an at the party’s stale cons ern,
this past weekend.
At least he was popular at the sou
venir stands. where "Nixon in ’88.
buttons were the lastest sellers.
It was profitable vendor Mary
Stanley, who sold more than 151) ot
the Nixon buttons at $3 apiece by I I
She expecteit
a.m. on Saturday.
to sell out her stock of 300 Nixon
buttons along with her supply of $1
rhinestone Nixon pins
Sonic customers may have bought
the Nixon buttons as gags. but other,
seriously support the ex -president
Some bought the buttons because
they haven’t made up their mind,
about the real candidates.
"With this button, they know they
aren’t going to get in trouble:2’ Stan
Icy said.
Someone who did get into trouble
former Colorado Sen. Gary Hart.
provided Stanley
a Democrat
with her second -most popular item.
Stanley sold more than 300 "Win
One for the Zipper!" buttons fun
$1.50 apiece at a recent convention
of a women’s political group in
Iowa. But the buttons, which spool
Hart’s alleged philandering, were
not as popular with California Re
publicans this weekend.
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ries of Bob Tattershall, assistant di
rector of Housing, and his secretary.
I.arrivee said.
Part of Tattershull’s job was to act
From page i
as a "glorified R.A. (residential ad
"We don’t know that for a fact," viser)." he said. Larrivee said
this
Brown said in response to Larrivee’s was disproportionate because Spar
comment. "Some people have said. tan City families had less of a need
’You’re throwing us out in the for Tattershalk attention than did
street.’ but 1 also know there are other areas of Housing
that paid far
two-income families living there."
less of his salary.
The proposal to allocate funding
Tattershall refused to comment
was issued through President Gail Wednesday
about
Larrivee’s
Fullerton’s office, according to statements.
Terry McCarthy. Associated StuBrown said it was true that Spardents vice president.
tan City paid that amount of TatterThe administration later discov- shall and his secretary’s
salary in
ered that they could not fund the al- past years. hut that the facility’
paid
locations, McCarthy said, so they for none it then salaries rims
went to Housing for the funds.
Larrisee also said two Spartan
Wednesday. Brown said the City ad% isers
who "did nothing" in
grants were not his idea. but that he "useless positions" were
paid $100
fully approves of them and that he is a month and were not
charged rent at
"part of the administration" that de- the resident’s expense.
cided to allocate them.
"One of them who resigned said
He also said. "That would not they were
essentially asked to spy on
have been my first preference of
the (Spartan City Family) Associawhat to do with that money. We
tion," Larrivee said.
would rather have spent that inside
Brown said it was untrue that the
as opposed to giving it to people for advisers
were asked to spy. and that
moving out.
the adviser resigned because he was
Larrivee also said Saturday that "taking heat because he was a housHousing’s charge that Spartan City ing employee."
was losing money was tainted beThe adviser was hired in August
cause a disproportionated amount of of 1986, hut began finding his job
Spartan City’s rent was spent on the difficult a few months later, Brown
salaries of employees who did little said. when Spartan City’s closure
1Or the community.
was announced. Angered residents
took their frustration out on him, and
About $25,000 of Spartan City
rent money was used to pay the sala- the adviser decided to resign.

Finances

Each graduate school is required
to submit two theses Inir final selection to he done by the university graduate studies committee.
Eligible students are those receiving degrees in May 1988 and
those who received degrees in
August and December 1987.
First prize is $500 and the second prize is $200.
Serena W. Stanford, associate
academic vice-president for graduate studies and research, refused
comment on these issues.
In a calendar of events for
spring 1988 the graduate studies
division has set the following
deadline dates:
Feb. 19 Last day to file applications for award of degree at
the end of the spring semester. ,
April 22 l.ast day to subthit
thesis to graduate studies office
for approval for degree at the end
of the spring semester.
June 1(1 Date by which the
Graduate Studies Office must receive binding receipt and final
copies of thesis for graduation
this spring.
June 24
Last day to file application for award of degree at
the end ol the 1988 summer session.

African Studies seeks
recruitment of blacks
By Joe S. Kappla
with more than eight to 10 minors
Daily staff writer
because of the department’s commuSteven Millner, director of the nity -oriented programs. These stuAfro-American studies department, dents are prepared to work as scholhas called on SJSU administration to ars and community workers, he said.
increase the recruitment of black stu- to assist in making fundamental sodents who hail from the Santa Clara cial changes in the society.
valley.
Millner said that problems afflictThis will be done in order to stem ing blacks in America are similar to
the alarming rate of drop-outs among those afflicting blacks anywhere.
more than half of the black students listing brain drain, inadequate health
recruited from areas other than the care and poor educational services,
valley. he said.
among others. He said these probThere are many Afro-American lems are inadequately addressed by
students in the valley who attend political actions.
other colleges outside the valley beThe new thrust of the departcause "they’ are not encouraged by ment’s curriculum will enable the
SJSU to apply for the affrimative ac- students to do their interns in social
tion program already available." agencies that will provide them on Millner said.
hand experience in social work.
Out of 325 students currently en- Millner said.
rolled in the program. Afro-AmeriHe said the curriculum is being
cans constitute 75 percent while upgraded to include faculty members
whites, Asians and Hispanics form of blacks in the diaspora and the conthe remaining 25 percent. he said, a duction of research on issues of contrend he termed "most pleasing" in temporary concern.
the history of the department.
Millner listed energy and budgetHe noted that during the last five ary constraints as problems beseigyears. the department has been grad- ing the Afro-American studies deuating five to eight students per year partment.
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A fun obstacle race. Anyone can win.
Limited registration. Get there early.
LAKE TAHOE RACES WILL TAKE PLACE:
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